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ABSTRACT
As a generalization of the divisibility of an abelian group, injectivity 
was defined for modules by Baer in 1940. Since then this concept has 
attracted much interest.
The starting point of this thesis is that for any torsion-free abelian 
group A (Z-module) let B ^  A such that A / B is torsion-free, can any 
homomorphism g> : B -> A be lifted to A (i.e. does there exist a homomorphism 
6 : A -» A such that 6 | =  ^)? Since the answer is no, it is decided to
investigate lifting homomorphisms from submodules to M and relationships with 
one (or two) of the following properties :
(C p  Every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M. 
Equivalently, every complement submodule of M is a direct summand of M.
(C2) Every submodule isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a
direct summand of M.
(C ) If  M and M are direct summands of M with M H M =  0 then M ©M
3 1 2  1 2  1 2
is a direct summand of M.
A module with the property (C ) is called a CS-module and a CS-module with the
property (C^) ((C )) is called continuous (quasi-continuous) module.
In particular Kamal and M uller’s result : "M,. satisfies (C ) if and onlyK 1
if M =  Z2(M )© N and Z2(M) is N~injective", allows us to consider nonsingular
modules.
Special rings are then considered and it is investigated when they are
CS-rings for nonsingular cases. In particular, let
where S, T are rings and gH p  bimodule such that gM is faithful. Then the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for R to be a right nonsingular right
CS-ring are given.
In general, the full matrix ring over a CS-ring needs not be a 
CS-ring, This thesis contains the equivalent conditions for a full matrix
ring being CS over a domain,
Kamal and Muller proved that over a commutative integral domain, any
torsion-free reduced CS-module is a finite direct sum of uniform modules.
This result is generalized to nonsingular modules over a commutative ring with 
finitely many minimal prime ideals.
This thesis also deals with the characterization of continuous and
quasi-continuous modules in terms of lifting homomorphisms.
Since the direct sum of two CS-modules need not be a CS-module (C^) is 
weakened to (C ^ )  as follows:
(C ^) Every submodule of M has a complement which is a direct summand of 
M.
In contrast to CS-modules it is observed that any direct sum of modules with
(C n ) satisfies (C ^), However, it is not possible to determine whether any 
direct summand of a module with (C ^ )  satisfies (C ^) or n°f* A module
M satisfies if any direct summand of M satisfies (C ^ ). Moreover the
weaker condition than (C ^) is given as follows :
(C ^) For every submodule N of M there exists a direct summand K of M and
a monomorphism a  : N K such that c*(N) is essential in K.
It is worth knowing whether any direct summand of M is a direct sum of uniform
modules whenever M is itself a direct sum uniform modules. It was shown that
this is true for modules over Z.
The work was completed by considering conditions on a module M which 
imply that M is a direct sum of uniform modules and chain conditions with
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Chapter 1
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we will give basic definitions and some well-known 
results which will be needed in the following chapters, In particular, we 
will define CS-modules, continuous modules and quasi-continuous modules and we 
will give fundamental properties of these modules as well as recent 
developments.
1.1. Basic definitions and ideas.
Let R be a ring (with identity) and M a right R-module, usually just
called a "module". We shall write "N £  M" to indicate that N is a submodule
of M. The right R-module R is denoted Ru . Thus "E s  Rn * means that E is a
K iv
right ideal of R. Let m E  M, N :S M. Define
m !N =  {r e  R : mr €  N ).
It is easy to check that m *N £  R _.K.
D efin ition  1 ,1 .1 . A submodule N of M is called an essential submodule, or
is essential in M, provided N Pi K ^  0 for all 0 =£ K ^  M.
We first give some properties of essential submodules in the following 
Proposition, For proofs and more information about this section refer to 
[1], [6], [8], [34], [41].
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 ,2 . Let M be a module. Then
(i) N is essential in M if and only if N fl mR =£ 0 for all 0 ^  m £  M.
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(ii) Given K :£ N :£ M, K is essential in M if and only if  K is essential 
in N and N is essential in M.
(iii) Let N be essential in M and K S  M. Then N fl K is essential in K.
(iv) For any t 2; 1, let N be essential in (1 :£ i £  t). Then
N. fl N, O ...  n  N is essential in K O K  fl ..,  O K ,1 2  t 1 2  t
(v) , Given K ^  N s  M, let N / K be essential in M / K. Then N is
essential in M,
(vi) Let N be essential in M and m e  M, Then m *N is essential in R ^ .
(vii) For any non-empty index set A ,  let be essential in (A 6 ^ 4 ) .
Then © .N - is essential in © .M ,,A X  A X
Let N be a submodule of M. By Zorn's Lemma, the collection of submodules 
L of M such that N f l L  = 0 has a maximal member.
D efin ition  1 .1 .3 . Given L :S M, by a complement (.submodule) o f L  in M, we mean 
a submodule K of M, maximal with respect to the property K (1 L =  0. Thus, K 
is a complement of L in M if and only if (i) K fl L  =  0, and (ii) N fl L ^  0 for 
all K c N £  M.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .4 . Let L, N £  M with N Pi L  — 0. Then there exists a 
complement K of L in M such that N £  K.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .5 . Let L £  M and let K be any complement of L in M. Then K © L  
is essential in M.
For any module M, the socle, Soc M of M is defined to be the sum of all 
simple submodules of M, or zero if M has no simple submodules.
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C oro llary  1 .1 .6 . For any module M,
Soc M =  0  {N : N is essential in M},
D efin ition  1 .1 .7 , A submodule K of a module M will be called a complement 
(submodule) (in M), provided there exists L :£ M such that K is a complement of 
L in M. Clearly 0, M are complements in M, Moreover, any direct summand of M 
is a complement in M.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .8 . Let N :£ M. Then there exists K £  M, containing N such 
that N is essential in K and K is a complement in M.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .9 , Let K :£ M, Then K is a complement in M if and only 
if whenever K is essential in L, for any L ^  M, then K -  L.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .1 .1 0 . Let K be a complement in N, and N a complement in M, 
Then K is a complement in M,
Proof. Let K be a complement of K ' in N and let N be a complement o f N ' in M. 
It is easy to show that K O (K ' +  N ')  — 0. By Proposition 1.1.4, there exists 
a complement C of K ' + N ' in M with K £  c. Set D = N O (C +  N ')- We have 
K £  D £  N and D D K '  -  0, so that K = D, It is now straightforward to show 
that (C +  N) fl N ' -  0, giving C -F N -  N, i.e . C £  N, so that C =  K.
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 1 . Let M, X be unital right R-modules. Then X is called 
M-injective provided for each submodule N of M, every R-homomorphism : N -» X 
can be lifted to an R-homomorphism 8 : M -> X (i.e. 0(n) — #>(n) for all n 6  N). 
A module X is called quasi-injective (or self-injective) provided X is 
X-injective. A module which contains no non-zero injective submodule will be
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called reduced.
N o te . Any injective module is M-injective, for any module M, and any
(RD)-injective module is injective.K.
N o ta tio n . For any module A, E(A) will denote the injective hull of A.
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 2 . A submodule U of M is called uniform, provided U ¥= 0 and
X H Y ^ O  for all 0 X, Y :£ U. In other words, U is uniform if  and only if
every non-zero submodule X of U is essential in U.
The module M has finite uniform (Goldie) dimension if  M does not contain
an infinite direct sum of non-zero submodules. It is well known that a module
M has finite uniform dimension if and only if there exists a positive integer
n and uniform submodules U. (1 i  i ^  n) of M such that U ®U © ...© U  is ani l 2 n
essential submodule of M, and 'in this case n is an invariant of the module 
called the uniform dimension of M (see, for example, [1, p .294, ex .2]).
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 3 . The singular submodule Z(M) of a module M is defined by 
Z(M) ~  {m G M : mE =  0 for some essential right ideal E of R}.
The Goldie torsion submodule (or second singular submodule) Z^(M) of M is that 
submodule of M, containing Z(M), such that Z2(M) / Z(M) is the singular 
submodule of M / Z(M). The module M is called singular if M — Z(M) and 
nonsingular if Z(M) — 0. Further, for any module M, M / Z^(M) is a 
nonsingular module and Z^(M) is a complement in M (see [34]).
D efin ition  1 ,1 .1 4 . A right ideal A of R is a right annihilator for M provided 
there exists a non-empty subset X of M such that
A =  (r e  R : xr =  0 for all x 6  X} =  {r €  R : Xr =  0}.
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Note that for X =  {m} for any in €  M, we will use £  (m) to indicate the right
annihilator of m in M, i.e , r (m) - { r 6 R  : mr =  0}.
D efinition  1 .1 ,1 5 . A ring R is semiprime right Goldie provided it satisfies
the following.
(i) I s: R, I2 = 0 implies 1 =  0.
(ii) has finite uniform dimension, and
(iii) R ^  has ACC (ascending chain condition) on right annihilators.
D efin ition  1 ,1 .1 6 . An element c of a ring R is regular (a non-zero divisor)
provided cr & 0 and rc ^  0 for all non-zero r e  R. Then a module M is called 
divisible provided M =  Me = (me : m E M}, for every regular element c o f R.
D efinition  1 .1 .1 7 , Let R be a ring. Then R is called a pp-ring  if every
principal right ideal of R is projective. Note that for any x E R, xR is
projective if and only if r (x) = eR for some idempotent e. Thus R is right 
pp-ring if and only if for each x E R there is an idempotent e such that
r (x) =  eR.
D efinition  1 .1 .1 8 . A torsion theory for M od-R is a pair ( T ,F )  of classes of 
right R-modules such that
(i) Hom(T,F) = 0 for all T E T , F E  F .
(ii) T and F are maximal classes having property (i).
The modules in T are called torsion modules and the modules in F are
torsion-free.
Any given non-empty class G of modules generates a torsion theory in the 
following way,
F =  {F : Hom(G,F) =  0 for all G 6  G}
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T =  {T : Hom(T,F) =  0 for aU F £  F } .
In particular, the torsion theory which is generated by the class
G — {M /  L : L is essential in M} 
is called the Goldie torsion theory.
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 9 . An integral domain R is said to be a right Ore domain if
aR H bR ft 0, for all nonzero a, b G R. For example, every commutative
integral domain is a right Ore domain.
D efinition  1 .1 .2 0 . [21, Definition 2.15] Let X =  a direct sum
submodules (A G A )  of a module M. Then X is called a local summand of M if 
*^A G y l '^ A  *S a £^ rect summan£* M for each finite subset A*  of A .
D efin ition  1 .1 .2 1 . A module M is called locally Noetherian provided every 
finitely generated submodule N of M is Noetherian. Note that M is locally 
Noetherian implies that N and M / N are both locally Noetherian. Also if  N is 
Noetherian and M / N is locally Noetherian then M is locally Noetherian. But 
N and M / N are both locally Noetherian (even if M / N is Noetherian) does not 
imply M is locally Noetherian.
Exam ple 1 .1 .2 2 . Let K be a field and V an infinite dimensional vector space
r  k  v  i r r i  v
over K. Let R —
i
o
1 ={[° k . : k G K, v G VV. Let I =
o 
© V 
0 _
Then I and R 11 are locally Noetherian. But R is not locally Noetherian.
Proof. Clearly I is semisimple (in fact I = Soc R). 
Noetherian. Define <p : R -» K by
Thus I is locally
k v 
0 k ) «  k (k E K, v G V).
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Then <p is an epimorphism with kernel I. Therefore R / I s K  so R / I  is a 
simple R-module. Hence R / I  is Noetherian. Now R =  R1 so R is finitely 
generated. Since V is infinite dimensional then I is not finitely generated. 
It follows that R is not Noetherian and hence not locally Noetherian.
1.2, Historical background and recent developments of CS-modules.
D efin ition  1 .2 ,1 . Let M be a right R-module. Then M is called a CS-module
(module with (C J, extending module, etc.) if every complement L in M is a
direct summand of M. Equivalently, any submodule N of M is essential in a
direct summand K of M (see Proposition 5.1.2).
We shall say that R is a right CS-ring whenever RD is a CS-module, i.e  ifK.
I is any right ideal of R which is a complement submodule of R _ , then I =  eR 
for some idempotent e.
Among examples of CS-modules, we could point out semisimple modules, 
uniform modules and injective modules. On the other hand, any free abelian 
group of finite rank is a CS-module (see Example 2.1.17 or 4.2.2).
To illustrate a usage of Definition 1.2.1, any injective module M is a 
CS-module. Let K be a complement in M. Then K is essential in its injective
hull E(K). Therefore K = E(K) and hence K is injective. Thus K is a direct
summand of M.
CS is an abbreviation for "complements are summands". CS-modules were 
originated by von Neumann [38], [39], [40] in 1930. They were developed by
Utumi [35], [36], [37] for rings in the 1960’s, were extended to modules by 
Jeremy [13], [14] in the 1970’s and have been investigated by Oshiro [24], 
[25] and others. The following set-up summarises the origin of CS-modules and 
the concepts related to it.
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P roposition  1 .2 .2 . [21, Proposition 2.7]. Any direct summand of a CS-module
is a CS-module.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1.10.
Clearly, any complement submodule of a CS-module is a CS-module, but 
arbitrary submodules of a CS-module need not be a CS-module. For example, let
M be a module which is not CS and let M ' = E(M). Then M M ' and M ' is a
CS-module. A direct sum of CS-modules need not be a CS-module either. We 
shall give an example to illustrate this. More examples can be found in [4] 
and [5].
Exam ple 1 .2 .3 . [33] Let p be any prime and M the Z-module
(Z / Zp) 9  (Z I Zp3), Let Mj — (Z / Zp) ffi 0 and — 0 © (Z / Zp3), Then
(i) K is a complement in M if and only if K = 0, M, M , or
3 3Z(1 -f Zp,b + Zp ) for some b (= Z such that p does not divide b.
(ii) M is not a CS-module.
8
3 3Proof, (i) First we show K =  1(1 -S-Zp,b -hip  ) (b Zp ) is a complement in M.
3
Since K is cyclic and p K -  0, K is uniform. Suppose K is essential in a
submodule L  of M, Then L is uniform and hence cyclic, because M is finitely
3
generated. Therefore L =  Z(c +  Zp,d + Zp ) for some c, d £  Z. Thus there
exists n e Z  such that
(1 +  Zp,b +Zp3) =  n(c + Zp,d +  Zp3), i.e .
3
1 e  nc(mod p), b m nd(mod p ).
Now if p divides n then 1 ^  0(mod p), which is a contradiction.
Hence p does not divide n. It follows that 1 =  nc +  sp for some s E  Z. Thus
3 3 3 3 3(1 -  nc) =  s p . Then 1 -  nt — s p for some t E Z. Therefore
t( l  + Zp,b +  Zp3) =  nt(c -f Zp,d + Zp3) -  (1 -  s3p3)(c +  Zp,d +  Zp3)
= (c + Zp,d + Zp3).
Thus K =  L. It follows that K is a complement in M,
Let N be a complement in M such that N =£ 0, M, M jS Note that N is a
3
maximal uniform submodule of M. Then (a +  Zp,b + Zp ) £  N for some a E Zp,
3
b £  Zp . Without loss of generality, we can suppose a =  1.
Thus Z(1 + Zp,b +  Zp3) £  N and then Z(1 + Zp,b +  Zp3) is essential in N. Thus
3 3N = Z(1 +  Zp,b +  Zp ), because Z(1 +  Zp,b +  Zp ) is a complement in M,
3 2(ii) Let N =  Z(1 +  Zp,p + Zp ), Then N is a complement in M of order p .
If  N were a direct summand of M, then M ~  N © N ' for some N ' ^  M, and hence N ' 
2 2has order p also, giving p M  =  0, a contradiction. Thus M is not a 
CS-module.
Theorem  1 .2 .4 . [4, Theorem 2.4 and Corollary] Consider the following
conditions.
(i) R is a right CS-ring,
(ii) Every non-zero complement right ideal of R is non-nil.
(iii) Every maximal uniform right ideal of R is generated by an
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idempotent element.
(a) The implications (i) => (ii) and (i) => (iii) always hold.
(b) If R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents and every 
non-zero complement right ideal of R contains a uniform right ideal then (i) 
and (ii) are equivalent.
(c) If R is left perfect (i.e. R satisfies DCC (descending chain 
condition) for principal right ideals) then (i), (ii), (iii) are equivalent.
Note that conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1.2.4 are equivalent for a 
ring with finite uniform dimension, but the following example shows that a 
Noetherian ring satisfying (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4 need not be a right CS-ring.
Exam ple 1 .2 .5 . [4, Example 6.2] Let
R 2 I  0 2
Then R is a Noetherian ring which satisfies (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4. But R is 
not a right CS-ring.
Proof. The only nilpotent right ideals of R are those of the form
0 A 
0 0
where A is an ideal of 2, If A ^  0, then 
right R-submodule of 
essential as a proper right R-submodule of
0 A 
0 0 is essential as a proper
0 1 0 A 0 2
_ 0 0 _ if A 2; and, if A =  2, _ 0 0 _ = 0 0 _ is
0 0 Thus every non-zero nil
right ideal of R is not a complement, i.e . R satisfies (ii) of Theorem 1.2.4.
, then uR is a uniform
r °  1
To show that R is not a right CS-ring, let u =  J_ 0 2
right ideal of R, It is easy to see that the identity element of R is the 
only idempotent element e of R such that eu = u, i.e. such that uR £  eR. 
Therefore R is not a right CS-ring.
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P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .6 . [21, Proposition 2,5] Let M be an indecomposable module
which is CS, Then M is uniform.
Proof, Clear.
Lemma 1 ,2 .7 . [23, Lemma 3] Let M be a CS-module and suppose that R has ACC
on right annihilators for M. Then M is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Theorem  1 .2 .8 . [15, Theorem 1] Let R be a ring and M a right R-module. Then
M is a CS-module if  and only if M =  Z^fM) © N where Z2(M) and N are CS-modules 
and Z^CM) is N-injective.
Proof. Suppose first that M is a CS-module, Since Z2(M) is a complement in
M, we have M =  Z (M )©N, where N is nonsingular. By Proposition 1.2.2, Z (M) 2 2
and N are CS-modules. Let <p : X Z^(M) be a homomorphism where X ^  N. 
Consider X ' =  (x -  q>(x) : x e  X}. By hypothesis, there exists a direct
summand L of M such that X ' is essential in L, W rite M =  L © Y. Since 
X ' fl Z^fM) — 0 and X ' is essential in L, it follows that L is nonsingular and 
that Z^(M) = Z2(Y). Hence Z2(M) is a direct summand of Y, say Y ~  Y ' ©Z2(M). 
Let 7E : L © Y ' © Z2(M )-> Z2(M) be the canonical projection. It is easy to see 
that n  | ^  — <p.
Conversely, let M = Z2(M )©N, where Z2(M) and N are CS-modules and Z2(M) 
is N-injective. Let A be a complement in M. Since Z2(A) is a complement in A
then Z2(A) is a complement in M. But Z2(A) :£ Z (M), so that Z2(A) is a
complement in Z2(M). Thus Z2(A) is a direct summand of Z2(M), therefore also 
o f A. W rite A = Z2(A)©B, where B is a nonsingular submodule of A. Since 
B fl Z2(M) = 0 and *s N-injective, there exists a homomorphism
8 : N -»Z2(M) such that 8%  ^ I g  ~   ^ n2 are projections of M
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onto Z^(M) and N respectively. Consider N ' =  (n  +  0(n) : n £ N } .  It follows
that B is contained in N '.  Since N ' s  N is a CS-module, we have B is a direct
summand of N '.  It is clear that M - Z ( M ) © N ' .  Therefore A is a direct2
summand of M.
Theorem  1 .2 .9 . [15, Theorem 5] Let M be a torsion-free reduced CS-module over
a commutative integral domain R. Then M is a finite direct sum of uniform 
modules.
Lemma 1 .2 .1 0 . [3, Lemma 3] Let M be a CS-module such that M / soc M has
finite uniform dimension. Then M — for some semisimple submodule of
M and submodule Nl with finite uniform dimension.
2
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .1 1 . [3, Proposition 5] Let M be a CS-module, Then M has ACC 
(respectively, DCC) on essential submodules if and only if M =  ©M^ for some
semisimple submodule and Noetherian (respectively, Artinian) submodule M2>
1,3. Continuous and quasi-continuous modules.
Consider the following conditions on a module M :
(C2) Every submodule isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a
direct summand of M.
(C ) If  M, and M are direct summands of M with M fl M —0. Then M ©M 
3 1 2 1 2  1 2
is a direct summand of M.
D efin ition  1 . 3 . 1 , A module M is called continuous if it satisfies (Cj) (i.e
CS) and (C ), quasi-continuous if it satisfies (C ) and (C ),
2 1 3
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Semisimple modules and injective modules are continuous modules. Uniform 
modules are quasi-continuous. Any continuous module is quasi-continuous as we 
shall see next.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .2 . [21, Proposition 2.2] If a module M satisfies (C^), then
it satisfies (C J .3
Proof. Let K, L be direct summands of M with K Pi L — 0, Then M — K © K ' for 
some K ' £  M, Let 7 r : M - » K '  denote the canonical projection. Since 
K fl L =  0, then 7t(L) =  L and ?i(L) :£ K '.  But ?t(L) is a direct summand of M by 
(C2) and hence M ~  7i(L)®L' for some L ' ^  M, Thus
K ' -  te(L )© (K ' fl L ')  
and M =  K © tt(L) © (K ' fl L ') .  Hence K © ti(L) is a direct summand of M. But 
K © L *= K © ti(L). Thus, K © L is a direct summand of M, Thus M satisfies (C^).
P ro p o sitio n  1 . 3 . 3 . [21, Proposition 2.7] The conditions (C2) and (C y are
inherited by direct summands.
The following Proposition gives a necessary condition for M^®M2 to be 
quasi-continuous.
P ro p o sitio n  1 . 3 . 4 . [21, Proposition 2.10] I f  M ©M is quasi-continuous, then
M j and M2 are relatively injective.
Let S denote the endomorphism ring of a module M, J the Jacobson radical 
of S and A — {f €  S : ker f  is essential in M}.
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P ro p o sitio n  1 .3 .5 . [21, Proposition 3.5] If M is a continuous module, then
S / A is a (von Neumann) regular ring and A equals J.
Note that at chapter 5 the condition (C p will be weakened and similar result
to Proposition 1.3.5 will be shown.
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Chapter 2
RELATIVE INJECTIVITY AND CLS-MODULES
2.1 . Lifting submodules
Let R be a ring with identity. Let M, X be unital right R-modules. We 
define lifting submodules for X in M and obtain basic properties of this class 
of submodules of M. In particular, we investigate relationships between the 
class and (C ^ , (C2> and (C ). Finally, we define CLS-modules as being closed 
submodules which are direct summands.
N o ta tio n .
L(M ) = {N : N is a submodule of M},
E(M ) — {N : N is an essential submodule of M}.
D(M) =  {N : N is a direct summand of M}.
C(M) — {N : N is a complement submodule of M}.
D efinition 2 . 1 . 1 . A submodule N of M is called a lifting submodule fo r  X  in M  
provided for any ip G Hom^(N,X) there exists 6 6  Hom^(M ,X) such that g> =  6 |
We set
L ift^(M ) — {N : N ^  M and N is a lifting submodule for X in M}.
Clearly 0 G Lift (M) and M G  Lift (M). More generally, we have:A A
Lemma 2 . 1 . 2 . D(M) £  Lift^(M ).
Proof. Let N G D(M), Then M = N © N '  for some submodule N ' of M. Suppose
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<p G HomR(N,X). Define 6 : M -> X by
8(n +  n ')  =  <p(n) ( n £ N ,  n '  G N')«
It is easy to check 8 G HomR(M,X) and q> ~ 8 |
Lemma 2 . 1 . 3 . The following statements are equivalent.
(i) X is M-injective.
(ii) Liftx (M) =  L(M).
(iii) E(M) £  Lift^CM).
Proof. The implications (i) =* (ii) and (ii) => (iii) are clear.
(iii) => (i). Let N be a submodule of M. Let N ' be a complement of N in 
M. Then N © N '  G MCM)- Let <p €  Hom^(N,X), By Lemma 2.1.2, there exists
8 G HomR( N $ N ' , X )  such that 8 | ^  =  <p. By (iii), there exists x  £  Hom^(M ,X) such
that x  I n 0 Thus x I ^  = <P> It follows that X is M-injective.
Lemma 2 . 1 . 4 . Let K ^  N <; M. Then
(i) K e  Lift^fN ), N G Lift^(M ) implies that K 6  Lift^fM ).
(ii) K €  Liftx (M) implies that K G Liftx (N).
(iii) N G Liftx (M) implies that N / K G Lift^CM / K),
(iv) K G Liftx (M), N / K G Liftx (M / K) implies that N G L ift^ M ).
Proof, (i) and (ii) are clear.
(iii). Let <p G Hom^fN / K,X), Let n : N -» N / K denote the canonical 
projection. Then g>n : N X is a homomorphism. Since N G Liftx (M), there 
exists 8 G H om ^M jX ) such that 0(n) ~  #>7i(n) = ^(n + K) for all n G N.
Define 8 : M / K X by #(m 4- K) = 0(m) (m G M).
Suppose m + K = m ' +  K where m, m ' G M. Then in -  m ' G K and hence 
9>7f(m -  m") =  0. Thus 0(m -  m ')  ~  0 so that 8{m) — #(m '). Hence 8 is well
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defined. Clearly 9 E  HomR(M / K,X). For any n E  N,
0(n + K) =  0(n) «  p(n  + K). It follows that N / K E Lift^(M  / K).
(iv) Let v? E HomR(N,X), Then | R E  HomR(K,X), There exists
6 E  HomR(M,X) such that <p | R  =  6 | Define % : N I K X by
*(n  +  K) =  p(n) -  0(n) (n E  N).
Note that x is well defined and a homomorphism. There exists
V  E  HomR(M /  K,X) such that yr I N  / K  — X -  Let 7i : M -> M / K denote the 
canonical projection. Let a  -  y/n -i- 9 E HomR(M,X). For any n E  N,
a(n) = ^?r(n) + 9(n) — y/(n + K) 4- £?(n) — #(n + K) +  9(n) — ^(n).
Thus a  | ^  =  <p.
C oro llary  2 . 1 . 5 . For any N E Liftx (M), Lift (N) =  { K s N : K e  Lift^CM)}.
Proof. Suppose K E Lift^CN). Then K £  N and by Lemma 2 ,l,4 ( i) , K €  Lift^fM ).
Therefore, Lift^CN) £  {K ^  N : K E Lift^CM)}. Conversely, suppose K N and
K E Liftx (M). By Lemma 2.1.4(ii), K E L if t^ N ).
Let K ^  N ^  M. Then K E Liftx (M) does not imply N E  Lift^CM), as the 
following example illustrates.
Exam ple 2 . 1 . 6 . Let X be a non-injective module. There exists E €  E (R R) such 
that E E  Liftx (RR). Let M =  R © R, K -*= R ©0, N =  R©E.  Then K E  Lift^CM) by 
Lemma 2.1.2 but N £  Liftx (M) by Lemma 2.1.4.
Lemma 2 . 1 . 7 . Let N, K =£ M such that N 4- K and N fl K both belong to Lift^CM), 
Then N and K both belong to LiftY(M).
A.
Proof. Let <p E  HomR(N,X). Then <p | ^  HomR(N f! K,X). There exists
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8t E HomR(M,X) such that 0^ | -  9  I Define x  : N 4- K-» X by
X(n + k) =  <p(n) +  0 (k) (n e  N , k E K).
Suppose n, n '  e  N; k, k ' 6  K and n +  k =  n ' +  k ' .  Then n -  n ' -  k ' -  k, so
that k ' - k e N  f l K .  Hence,
O p * )  -  0 ^ : )  =  O p -  k ')  =  ? (k ' -  k) =  g>(n -  n') «  ?(n) -  p(n'), 
which implies ?(n) + O p )  ~  9 (n ')  +  O p * ).  Thus % is well defined. Clearly 
X £  H om ^(N  +  K,X), so, by hypothesis, there exists 0 E Hom^(M ,X) such that 
9 1 N + K  *  X ‘ For any n 6  N’
0(n) =  #(n) =  ^(n).
Thus 8 | ^  =  <p. It follows that N E Liftx (M). Similarly K E Lift^(M ).
C o ro lla ry  2 . 1 . 8 . Let K, N <; M.
(i) If N fl K -  0 and N © K E Liftx (M) then N, K G Liftx (M).
(ii) If N +  K =  M and N fl K G Liftx (M) then N, K G Liftx (M).
Proof. Clear by Lemma 2.1.7.
Lemma 2 . 1 . 9 . Let K E Liftx (M), N £  M. Suppose N fl K G Liftx (K) and 
(N +  K) / K G Liftx (M / K). Then N G Lift (M).
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.4 (i) and (iv), we deduce N f l K  and N +  K both belong to
Liftx (M). Apply Lemma 2,1.7.
C o ro lla ry  2 . 1 , 1 0 . Let K :£ M. Then X is M-injective if and only if (i) X is
K-injective, (ii) X is (M / K)-injective, and (iii) K G Liftx (M).
Proof. By Lemmas 2,1.4, 2.1.9.
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Lemma 2 . 1 , 1 1 . Let X = J T ^ ^ X ^ .  Then Lift^CM) = fl ^ e y j Liftx  for any
A
module M,
Proof, Let A E A ,  Let Y = X ^. Let N E L ift^(M ). Let <p E  Hom ^(N,Y). Let 
i : Y ^ X
0 -----------> N  > M
' I  7
/ n
Yt  * /
' l TV
denote the inclusion mapping and 7 t :X - > Y  the canonical projection. Then
iq> E  I-Iom^(N,X). By hypothesis there exists 8 E  Hom^(M ,X) such that 8 | ^  =  iq>.
Now n8 E Hom^(M ,Y) and, for any n £  N,
n8{ n) =  niq>(n) — $?(n).
Thus, q> =  red | It follows that N E  Lifty(M ), Hence Lift^CM) £  Lifty(M ).
Therefore, Liftx (M) c  n  A e /1 Liftx  (M).
A
Conversely, let K E  fl j ^ ^ ^ i f t ^ .  ^  a  €  Hom ^(K,X). For each A €= A ,
A
let f l ^ : X - » X ^  denote the canonical projection. Then E  H om ^(K ,X ^),
A E A .  By hypothesis, for each A E A ,  there exists E  Hom ^(M ,X^) such that 
™ Tr^afk), k €  K, Define /? : M -> X by
A m ) =  (m S  M).
For each k E K, /?(k) <*(k). Thus K e  Liftv (M).
A
Corol lary  2 . 1 , 1 2 , Let X = Then X is M-injective if and only if X^
is M-injective for all A E A .
Proof. By Lemmas 2,1,3 and 2.1.11,
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Lemma 2 .1 .1 3 . Let A be a non-empty collection of submodules of M. Then the 
following statements are equivalent.
(i) A £  D(M).
(ii) A £  Lift^(M ) for all right R-modules X.
(iii) A £  Liftx (M) for all X E A.
Proof, (i) => (ii). By Lemma 2.1,2.
(ii) *=> (iii), Obvious.
(iii) =» (i). Let A g  A . Consider the identity mapping 1 : A -»A . 
Because A E Lift^(M ) by (iii), there exists 6 E  Hora^(M ,A) such that 0(a) — a 
(a E  A). It can easily be checked that M =  A©(ker0). Thus A E D(M). Hence 
A £  D(M),
C oro llary  2 .1 .1 4 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M,
(i) M is semisimple.
(ii) Every right R-module X is M-injective.
(iii) Every submodule of M is M-injective.
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1.13 to A = L(M), and use Lemma 2 ,1 .3 . (see [1, Theorem 
9.6]),
C oro llary  2 .1 .1 5 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M is a CS-module (i.e. C(M) £  D(M) ).
(ii) C(M) £  Lift^fM ) for all right R-modules X.
(iii) C(M) £  Liftx (M) for all X E C(M).
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1.13 to A = C(M).
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Exam ple 2 .1 .1 6 , Let p be any prime integer and let R denote the local ring 
Let M denote the Z-module (Z /Zp)© Q . Then
(i) M is an R-modnle.
(ii) K E  C(M) if and only if K E D(M) or K =  R(1 +  Zp,q) for some 
non-zero element q in 0 .
(iii) C(M) cr Lift^j(M), but M is not a CS-module.
Proof. (i) Let = (Z /Z p  )© 0 and M2 — 0 ©Q, so that M is the direct sum
of its submodules M , M^. The ring R is the subring of Q consisting of 
all rational numbers s / t  such that s, t E  Z, t =£ 0 and t is coprime to p. 
Note first that for any element m in M and any s, t E Z such that p does not 
divide t, there exists a unique element m ' E  M such that tm ' — sm, and we  
shall denote in ' by (s / t)m . In this way M is an R-module.
(ii) Let q e f l  and K = R(1 4- Zp,q). We show first that K E C(^M ). Note 
that K is a uniform submodule of M. Suppose that N is a submodule of M such 
that K E E(N ). Let x E N. Then U =  Zx + Z(1 +  Zp,q) is a finitely generated 
uniform Z-module, and hence U is cyclic (see [7, volume I, Theorem 15.5]). 
Suppose that U =  Z(a + Zp,b), where a E Z, b 'E  <Q. There exists n E Z. such 
that (1 +  Zp,q) =  n(a +  Zp,b). Note that 1 -  na E  Zp, and hence n is coprime
to p, and (a 4- Zp,b) E  R(1 + Zp,q) =  K. Thus x E  K, It follows that K =  N.
\
Hence K E C(M ). \
V
Let L E  C(M) and suppose L & M. Note that M has uniform dimension 2 and 
hence L is uniform (see [6, Lemma 1.9]). We shall show first that L is an 
R-submodule of M. Let
L / =  (m E M : tm E L for some t E Z, t coprime to p ).
Then L ' is a submodule of M containing L, in fact L ' — RL. If  0 =£ m E L ' then 
tm E  L for some t E Z, coprime to p, and hence tm =£ 0. It follows that 
L E E (L ') .  Thus L = L ',  and L is an R-submodule of M,
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Next we show that L — 0, M, M , M2 or R(1 + Zp,q) for some q €  Q. 
Suppose that L ^  0, M, or M2- Note that and M2 are both uniform, so 
that L is not contained in either Mj or M2< Thus (c +  Zp,d) E  L for some 
c E  Z, coprime to p and 0 & d 6  Q. Without loss o f generality we can suppose 
that c =  1. Because L is an R-submodule of M, R(1 +  Zp,d) £  L. But 
R(1 +  Zp,d) E  C(M), and so L — R(1 +  Zp,d). This completes the proof o f (ii).
(iii) Note that K =  R(1 +  Z p ,l) is a complement in M. Suppose K E  D(M). 
Then M = K ©L for some L £  M. Let (a ■!- Zp,b) £  L (a E  Z, b =  m /  n g O ) ,  
Thus p(a +  Zp,b) -  (0 + Zp,pm / n) £  L. Therefore
n(0 + Zp,pm / n) = (0 + Zp,pm) = (0 + Zp,0), 
because K n  L — 0. Hence npb =  pm — 0 gives b =  0, so that if x E L then 
x =  (y + Zp,0) (y £  Z). Thus L £  which is simple, so L =  M . Now 
M =  K « M .  Hence
K s M / M  s M  ~ <Q == p(D.
T-.-.. 1 2
Then there exists an element (c +  Zp,d) E K such that 
(1 + Z p ,l) =  p(c +  Zp,d) =  (0 +  Zp,pd) (c E Z, d E <0). Thus 1 £  Zp, a 
contradiction. Hence K 6  D(M). Thus M is not a CS-module. To show that 
C(M) £  Lift^j(M ), it is sufficient to prove that for any non-zero q £  <D and any 
homomorphism q> : R(1 + Zp,q) -> M, <p can be lifted to an endomorphism B of M. 
Let K = R(1 +  Zp,q). Suppose that <p(\ +  Zp,q) =  (a + Zp,b), for some a €  Z, 
b e d .  Define a mapping 6 : M M by
6(c +  Zp,d) =  (ca +  Zp,db / q) ( c € l ,  d €  <Q).
It is clear that Q is well defined. It can be checked that 6 : M -> M is a 
homomorphism and that q> is the restriction of 6 to K. Thus K E L ift^(M ).
Hence, if M is a CS-module, then C(M) £  L ift^(M ), but not conversely. 
Even if M is a finitely generated module which satisfies C(M) £  L ift^(M ), M 
need not be a CS-module. As we see in the next example.
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Exam ple 2 .1 .1 7 . Let R =  Z, Any finitely generated torsion-free R-module is 
a CS-moduIe, but there exists a finitely generated R-module M such that C(M) 
is not contained in L ift^(M ),
Proof, Let M ' be any finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Let N be a 
submodule of M '.  Let N ;£ K ^  M ' such that K / N  is the torsion submodule of 
M '/ N .  Then M ' / K  is finitely generated torsion-free, hence free, so 
K E D (M '). Also N E E(K ) because K is torsion-free and K / N  torsion. Thus 
M ' is a CS-module.
Now, let p be any prime, M Z I Zp, M^ = 2 and M — ©M2. Let L denote
the cyclic submodule Z(1 4- Zp,p) of M. Since, as an abelian group, L is
infinite cyclic, it follows that L  is a uniform Z-module. Suppose that K is a 
submodule of M and L E E(K ). Then K is uniform, and hence cyclic, because K 
is a finitely generated abelian group. There exist elements a, b E  Z such 
that K =  Z(a +  Zp,b). Now there exists n E Z such that
(1 + Zp,p) = n(a + Zp,b) 
and hence 1 -  na E  Zp and p =  nb. It follows that n = 1 or -  1, and hence
L = K. Thus L E C(M).
We claim L £  L ift^ (M ). Suppose not. Define q> E  Hom ^(L,M ) by
<p( 1 +  Zp,p) =  (0,1).
There exists 8 S  Homr,(M,M) such that 6 | r = <p.
Jtv jl
Suppose 6(1 4- Zp,0) — (aA 4* Z p,bp, #(0,1) -  (a2 4- l p tb^)y for some 
ai ’ a2’ *2 ^  "*■ =  0 implies b^ m 0. Hence
(0,1) = ^(1 +  Zp,p) «  0(1 +  Zp,p) = (aj 4* Zp,0) 4  p(a2 +  Zp,b2),
and this implies 1 — pb , a contradiction. Thus L £  L ifL f(M).2  M
P ro p o sitio n  2 ,1 .1 8 , Let — M ©M where M is torsion and M is infinite £----- —-------  — - Z l 2 1 2
cyclic. If M satisfies C(M) £  L ift^(M ) then M = pMj for each prime p.
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Proof. Let M =  Zm -7'- 0 for some m E M . Suppose M =£ pM for some prime p. 
2 2 2 2 1 1
Let m^ E  ^  pM^. Let K = Z frn^pm ^. Suppose K E  E (L) for some L 5  M,
Then for any n E  2,
n(m ,pm ) =  (nm ,npm ) = (0 ,0) <=> nm ~  0 , npm = 0  »  n — 0 (M is infinite1 « i * 1 It A
cyclic). Therefore K is infinite cyclic, and hence K is a uniform 2 -module. 
Thus L is a uniform Z-module. Let x E  L and a =  (m ^pm ^). Then
K -f Zx — Za +  Zx is finitely generated, so that K +  Zx L, and is a direct
sum of cyclic modules. But K + Zx is uniform, hence K -f Zx is cyclic. Then 
Za £  K +  Zx — Zy for some y E  M. Suppose y =  (m #,km2) for some m^' E and 
k E  Z. Then a =  sy for some s E Z. Hence
(m ^ p n y  =  sC m ^.km ^, 
which gives =  sm ^', pm^ = skm^. Since M2 is infinite cyclic, s = ±1 or 
k — ± 1 . If k = ±1 then s = ± p  so that m^ — ± pm j / E  pM ^ a contradiction.
Thus s =  ± 1 . Therefore y E Za and hence x E Zy £  Za, i.e . L £  Za =  K. Hence
K =  L so K E C(M).
Now define a homomorphism <p : K M by
^(m ^p m ^ =  (0 ,m2).
Suppose that <p can be lifted to 8 : M M. Then ^(m^O) — (u,0) for some 
u E and 0(0,m^) = (v.tm^) for some v E M , t E Z. Hence
(0,m2) =  f>(mi(pm2) =  ^(m ^pm ^ = ^(m^O) -1- p0(O,m2) =  (u,0) -E- p(v,tm2).
Then we obtain, 0 ~  u + pv, m2 =  Ptm2» so ^ at 1 =  PL a contradiction. 
Therefore cannot be lifted. It follows that = pM^ for each prime p.
2,2. Lifting submodules with (C2) or (C^)
Let M be a module and A(M) a non-empty collection of submodules of M. 
Let n be a positive integer.
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N o ta tio n .
A '(M ) ~  {N :£ M : there exists K <E A(M) such that K ~  N}, and
A (n)(M) «  (L  +  L +  ... +  L : L e  A(M) for 1 S  i s  n and L +  I  +  . . .  +  L=  1 2 Q i '  1 2  Q
is a direct sum}.
Note that, the condition (C^) (respectively (C^)), becomes D '(M ) £  D(M)
(2)
(respectively D (M) £  D(M)) with the above notation.
P roposition  2 .2 .1 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M has (C2).
(U) D '(M ) £  Lift^(M ) for all right R-modules X.
(iii) D '(M ) £  LiftY(M) for all X 6  D '(M ).
A  —
(iv) D ' (M) £  Lift (M).
Proof, (i) «  (ii) <=> (iii). By Lemma 2.1.13.
(iii) => (iv). Obvious.
(iv) => (i). Let N ' €  D '(M ). Then there exist N €  D(M) and an 
isomorphism 0> : N ' - » N .  By Lemma 2.1,11, Lift^j(M) £  Lift^(M ). Thus, by (iv), 
N ' €  Lift^(M ), and there exists 8 €  Hom^(M ,N) such that # I =  <p- For any
m & M, 8{m) e  N and hence 8(m) — q>(n*) for some n ' €  N '.  Thus #(m) =  0 (n ')
and so m -  n ' G ker#. It follows that M =  N ' T (ker#). But
N ' IT (ker8) =  ker(p =  0. Thus M =  N ' ©(ker#). Therefore, N ' G D(M ). It
follows that D '(M ) £  D(M).
P roposition  2 . 2 . 2 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M has (C3).
(ii) D ^ (M ) £  Lift^(M ) for all right R-modules X.
(iii) D (2)(M) £  Liftx (M) for all X G D (2)(M).
(iv) D (2)(M) £  LiftM(M).
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Proof, (i) <=* (ii) <=> (iii). By Lemma 2.1.13.
(iii) => (iv). Obvious.
(iv) *=* (i). Let K, L  6  D(M) with K D t  =  0. Let n  : K © L -> K denote the
canonical projection. By (iv) and Lemma 2.1.11,
K© L G LiftM(M) £  L i f ^ W  
and hence there exists 0 6  HomD(M,K) such that 0 I T =  n. It follows that
XV XV. 0
M ~  K© (ker$). Now 6{L) ~  7i(L) =  0 implies L £  ker0. But M — L © L ' for some 
submodule L ' of M. Thus ker# ** L©(ker# fl L ') ,  and hence M ™ K © L© (ker# fl L ') .  
It follows that K © L G D(M). Hence M has (C3>.
N o te . Suppose M has (C ), i.e D (2)(M) £  D(M). Then D (n)(M) £  D(M) for all
positive integer n. For, suppose n & 3 and L. G D(M) (1 £  i £  n) with
L, +  ...  +  L a direct sum. By induction L +  ...  +  L . G D(M) and hence
1 n '  1 n - 1 ==
L, + ...  +  L G D (2)(M) £  D(M),I n — —
Lemma 2 . 2 . 3 . Let X be any right R-module. Then the following statements are 
equivalent for a module M.
(1) C (2>(M) S  Liftx (M).
(ii) C (n)(M) £  Lift (M) for all 1 2 2 .
Proof, (ii) =* (i). Obvious.
(i) =* (ii). Suppose (i) holds. Let k fe 3 and N. G C(M) (1 i £  k)
such that N + ... +  N is a direct sum. Let N =  N +  ... -f N, and let
l k  l k
q> G H om ^(N ,X). There exists N ' G C(M) such that N +  ... -f Nfc G E (N ')- By
induction, N2 +  ... +  N^ G Lift^(M ) and hence there exists a  G Hom^(M ,X) such
that
a(m) ~  q>(m) (m 6  N^ +  ... +  N^),
Now N O N ' = 0 ,  because N fl (N +  ... + N ) =  0, so we can define
i  1 2  k
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P G Hom0 ( N « N ' , X )  byK. 1
p(a  4- n ' )  = $>(n) + a ( n ')  (n G N , n £  N ') .
Then, by (i), there exists 6  G Hom^(M,X) such that 5  | ^  — p .
For any n €  N (1 :S i ss k),
^ (n 1 +  ... +  nk) =  P(n{ + ... +  nfc) =  +  a(n2 -f . ..  +  nfc)
“  90*^ +  9>(n2 + ... +  nk) = ^  -f ... +  nk).
Thus 6  j N =  <p. It follows that N 6  Liftx (M). Hence C^CM ) £  Lif^CM ).
Lemma 2 . 2 . 4 . Let K 5  M ^, Then M / K is nonsingular if and only if m G M, 
E G E(Rj^) and mE <, K implies m G K.
Proof. Suppose M / K is nonsingular. Let m G M and mE ss K where E  G E (R D).“  K.
Thus (m -i- K)E — 0 in M / K. Hence m +  K — 0. It follows that m G K.
Conversely, suppose that mE £  K implies m G K. Let x G Z(M / K), Then
x — y +  K for some y G M and xF = 0 for some F G E (R D). Thus (y +  K)F =  0 and
hence yF +  K =  0 in M / K. It follows that yF ^  K so that y G K. Therefore
x = y  +  K — O in  M / K .
Lemma 2 . 2 . 5 . [28, Lemma 2.3] Let M be a nonsingular module and K ^  M, Then 
K G C(M) if and only if M / K is nonsingular.
Proof. Suppose M /K  is nonsingular. Let N be a submodule of M such that 
K G E(N ). Then N /K  <; Z(M / K) so that N / K  =  0, and hence K = N. Thus
K G C(M ). (This part is true for any module). Conversely, suppose M /K  is
not nonsingular. There exists m G M, m G K such that mE :£ N for some
E G E (R ^ ). Let r G R, k G K and consider mr + k. Let
F = {s G R : rs G E}.
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Then F G E (R R) and (mr +  k)F :£ K. If mr -I- k ^  0 then (mr +  k)F ^  0 and hence 
K fl (mr + k)R #  0. Thus K €  E(mR +  K). Thus K £  C(M).
Note that C(M) c  L ift^(M ) does not imply C (2>(M) £  L ift^ (M ) (see Example 
2.1.16).
Lemma 2 . 2 . 6 . Consider the following conditions for any submodule N of a 
module M :
(i) 0(M) <; X for any 8 G HomR(M,E(X)) with 0(N) £  X.
(ii) N G Liftx (M).
(iii) 0(M) <; X for any 8 G HomR(M,E(X)) with 0(N) =£ X and 
6 ~ \ X )  G Lift (M).
Then, (i) => (ii) => (iii).
^  Proof, (i) =* (ii). Let <p G HomR(N,X). Then there exists 8 G HomR(M,E(X))
such that 8 | ^  =  i<p, where / :  X -»E(X) is the inclusion mapping. Thus
0(N) <; X. By hypothesis, 0(M) i  X and hence 6 G HomT1(M,X). It follows thatK
N G Liftx (M).
(ii) =*• (iii). Suppose (ii) holds. Let 8 G HomT,(M,E(X)) such thatK
N ^  8 *(X) G Liftx (M). There exists 8 ' G HomR(M,X) such that 0 '(k ) =  0(k) 
(k G 8~l(X)), Consider 8 - 8 '  : M ■* E(X). If (0 -  0')<M) ±  0 then 
(6 -  S ' )  (M) fl X ^  0, and hence there exists O ^ x G X ,  m G M such that 
x =  {8 -  8 ' )(m)  =  0(m) -  £?'(m). Thus 8(m) =  x + <?'(m) G X and hence 
m G 8 l(X). In this case, 0 ' (m) = 0(m), so that x =  0, a contradiction. Thus 
( 0 -  0 ')(M ) =  0 and hence 0(M) = 0'(M ) ^  X,
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2,3. CLS-modules.
Even though it is not the first aim of this work it will be interesting
to work on CLS-modules as a class of modules which contain the class of
CS-modules.
D efin ition  2 . 3 . 1 . Let M be a right R-module and N be a submodule o f M. Then 
N is a closed submodule o f M  provided M / N is nonsingular. Note that the
concept "closed submodule" has been used by some other authors. For example,
according to [21], complement and closed submodule are the same. However, in 
[8], closed submodule is in the sense of complement submodule as in this 
thesis.
Let CL(M) =  {N : N is a closed submodule of M}. Then the following 
provides the fink between C(M) and CL(M) for a module M.
Lemma 2 , 3 , 2 . Let M be a module. Then
(i) CL(M) c C ( M ) ,
(ii) For M nonsingular, CL(M) = C(M).
Proof. Obvious by Lemma 2.2.5.
Observe that for a module M, C(M) £  CL(M) is not true in general as shown 
in the following example.
Exam ple 2 , 3 . 3 . Let K be a field and V be a vector space over K such that 
dimugV 2. Let
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R «
K V 
0 K {[k v 0 k i k S  K, v €E V}■
Hence clearly R is a commutative ring with respect to the usual matrix
operations. Then C(RD) is not contained in CL(R_).
— K =  K
0 V 0 Kv ~
Proof. Let E = 0 0 _ . Then E e  E (R R)- Let Fy = °  0 (v G V),
Suppose that G <> R such that F
V
<S E(G). Then Fy €E E(G  0  E) and hence
k w
F = G  H E . Let
V _0 k  _ e  G for some w  €= V, 0 ^  k  G K. Let x G V such that
x ££ Kv. Thus
k w 
0 k
R
0 ( l / k ) x  
0 0
0 X
=
_0 0 e  G n  e
k = 0 . Hence G ^
But E2 = 0 so E2 <: F
not contained in F . Thus F g  CL(R_.), v v =  R
D efin ition  2 . 3 . 4 , A module M is called a CLS-module if every closed submodule 
of M is a direct summand of M,
Clearly, over a commutative integral domain R, any torsion module M is a 
CLS-module, Moreover,
C o ro lla ry  2 . 3 , 5 . (i) Every CS-module is a CLS-module. In particular, any
injective module is a CLS-module.
(ii) Every nonsingular CLS-module is a CS-module.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2.
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Lemma 2 . 3 , 6 .  Any direct summand of a CLS-module is a CLS-module.
Proof. Suppose M =  K © K \  Let L E  CL(K). Then L@ K '  E  CL(M), because 
M / ( L © K ' )  “  ( K © K ')  / (L © K ')  a  K / L .
Thus, L © K '  E D(M), so that L E  D(M) and hence L E D(K ). Thus K is a 
CLS-module.
P ro p o sitio n  2 . 3 . 7 . A module M is a CLS-module if  and only if there exists a 
submodule M ' of M such that M =  Z2(M)©M' and M '  is a CS-module.
Proof. Suppose M is a CLS-module. Then Z2(M) E 2(M ), so that M =  Z2(M)©M'
for some submodule M ' of M. Note that M ' is nonsingular and, by Lemma 2.3,6,
a CLS-module. Thus M ' is a CS-module by Corollary 2 .3 .5 .
Conversely, suppose M =  Z2(M)©M' for some CS-module M '.  Let K E CL(M).
Then Z(M) ^  K and hence Z (M) ss K. Thus K = Z (M) ®(K H M ') .  Now
2 2
M / K a M ' / ( K f ) M ' ) ,  so that K H M ' E C L(M '). Thus by Corollary 2.3.5, 
M ' =  (K fl M ' ) ® K '  for some submodule K ',  Hence M =  K © K ' .  It follows that M is 
a CLS-module.
N o te . In Proposition 2.3.7, M ' is Z2(M)-injective. For suppose N is a 
submodule of Z (M) and tp : N -> M '  a homomorphism. If x E N IT Z(M) then xE = 0 
for some E E E (R ^), so that p(x)E = 0 and hence <p(x) =  0, because M ' is
nonsingular. Thus p(N 0  Z(M)) =  0, If y E N then yF £  N H Z(M) for some
F E E (R ^), so that <p(y)F -  0 and hence (p{y) — 0. Thus <z>(y) =  0 for all 
y E N. Thus <p =  0, and <p can be lifted to Z2(M).
Theorem  2 . 3 . 8 . Suppose a right R-module M is a direct sum M }©M2 of
CLS-modules M4 and M , such that M is M -injective. Then M is a CLS-module.1 2 1 2
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Proof. Let N G CL(M). Then M / N is nonsingular. Now,
/ (N fl s  (Mj + N) / N implies N fl M { G CLfM p. Thus N n  €  DCM^ and
hence N H M ^  D(M). It follows that N fl G D(N). Hence N — (N fl M^) © K for
some submodule K of N. Let : M -»Mi (i =  1, 2) denote the canonical
projections. Consider the diagram
0 -------> K ---- ——» M exact
2
P
M,
where a = | r  and P — | Note that a  is a monomorphism and is
M -injective. Thus there exists a homomorphism <p ; M -> M such that (pa =  /?.
2 2 1
Let L “  {x +  j^(x) : x G Then it can easily be checked that L is a
submodule of M and L — M . Moreover, M =  M ©L. I f k e K  then k — m + m for2 1 1 2
some m, G M (i =  1, 2). Then
fflj =  p o o  -  <paOO = <P(m2) 
and this implies k = g>(m2> +  m^ G L. Thus K £  L. Since M / N is nonsingular 
it follows that L / K is nonsingular. Hence K G CL(L). But L =  M^, so that L 
is a CLS-module and K G D(L), and hence N G D(M). It follows that M is a
CLS-module,
C o ro lla ry  2 . 3 . 9 .  Suppose a nonsingular right R-module M is a direct sum M @Mi 2t
of CS-moduIes M ^ M^, such that M^ is M^-injective. Then M is a CS-module.
Proof, By Theorem 2.3.8 and Corollary 2 .3 .5 . (see [15, Theorem 1]).
Corol lary  2 . 3 . 1 0 . Suppose a right R-module M is a direct sum M j©M 2 of 
CS-modules M^, M^ such that M^ is M -injective and M^ is nonsingular. Then M 
is a CS-module.
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Proof. It is clear that Z^(M) =  Z^M^) E  DCM^. Thus M1 — Z (M)®M # for
some nonsingular submodule M ' .  Now
M = Z (M)©M ' ©M ,
2 1 2
Note that M ^' is M -injective, M^' is a CS-module and Mj / ©M2 is nonsingular. 
By Corollary 2.3.9, M ^ ' e M ^  is a CS-module. But, by [15, Theorem 1], Z^(M) is 
M '-injective. Thus Z (M) is (M ' ©M Vinjective. Again, by [15, Theorem 1],1 X I *
M is a CS-module.
R em ark. Suppose M =  M © M  , where M and M are CS-modules such that M is   1 2  1 2  1
M -injective. Then M is a CS-module if and only if Z (M) is a CS-module.2 2
Proof. The necessity is clear by [15, Theorem 1]. Conversely, suppose that 
Z2(M) =  0 ^ 2^ 2  ^ *S a ^S-module, There exist submodules ' of and
M ' of M such that 
2 2
M, = Z f M , ) ® M /  and M =  Z (M )®M ' .1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
Then M = [Z (M )© Z  (M )] © [M ' ©M '] ,  By [15, Theorem 1] and the fact that M2 I 2 2 i 2 1
is M -injective, we know that Z ( M ) ® Z ( M )  is (M ' © M  #)-injective. Also 
2 2 1 2 2 1 2
M ^ ' e M ^ ' ,  being nonsingular, is a CS-module by Corollary 2.3.9. By [15, 
Theorem 1] again, M -  M^ © M^ is a CS-module,
Exam ple 2 . 3 . 1 1 . Let M be the 2 -module (Z/Zp)©(Q. Then M is a CLS-module 
(but not a CS-module). Also M satisfies (C^).
Proof, Recall that M is not a CS-module (Example 2.1.16). Clearly 
(2 /  Zp) © 0, M e  CL(M) and 0 ©Q £  CL(M). Let N =  R(1 + Zp,q) ( 0 ? t q G  Q) and R 
be as in Example 2.1.16. Suppose that N E CL(M). Let m =  (1 +  Zp,0). Then 
m E N. Therefore 0 m + N E M / N .  Now
p(m +  N) = p (l +  Zp,0) + N =  (0 +  Zp,0) +  N = N.
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Thus p(m -f N) = 0 in M /N  i.e , p €  r (m -i- N). Since r (m +  N) S  EL.Z),*v — iL
m +  N e  Z(M / N) =  0, a contradiction. It follows that N ^  CL(M). Thus, the
only closed submodules of M are (2 /Zp)©0 and M. Thus M is a CLS-module.
Let 0 #  L 6  D(M). Suppose L # M ,  Then L is uniform because M has
uniform dimension 2, By Example 2.1.16, L =  ( Z / Z p ) © 0 ,  0©Q, M or
L =  R(1 +  2p,q) for some 0 ^  q e  Q, where R is the local ring I  . Now
P
M =  L © L ' for some submodule L ' of M. Suppose L =  R(1 +  Zp,q) for some 
0 & q e  (Q. Then pL 0  L ' =  0, so that R(0,pq) H L '  = 0  and hence 
L ' O (0©<D) -  0, Thus L ' embeds in Z / Z p  which is simple. It follows that
L ' = (2 / Zp) ©0. Therefore, M =  L © L '  — (Z /Zp)©Rq,  a contradiction because
Q =£ Rq, Thus L = M, (Z /Zp)©0,  or 0©(Q. Let <p : L -» M be a monomorphism. If
L =  (2 /Z p ) ® 0  then ^(L) is simple so that <p(L) =  L. If L =  0©<Q then 0>(L) is
torsion-free injective. Let (a + Zp,b) G fp(L) ( a £ Z ,  b e d ) .  Then
(a +  Zp,b) =  p(x + Zp,y) for some x E  Z, y £  0 , Thus
(a + 2p,b) =  (0 +  2p,py). It follows that a =  0 so that ^(L) £  L. However, L 
is uniform and p(L) is injective, so ?>(L) = L. If  L =  M then
^>(L) =  $?((Z /Zp)©0)  + p(0®<D) — (Z /Zp)®<Q = L, Thus §>(L) =  L for every
L G D(M) and monomorphism <p : L-»M. Thus M satisfies (C2>.
Lemma 2 . 3 , 1 2 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M is a CLS-module.
(ii) CL(M) £  Lift^(M ) for all right R-modules X.
(iii) CL(M) £  Lift (M) for all X G CL(M).
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1.13 to A — CL(M).
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Chapter 3
CERTAIN RIGHT CS-RINGS
This chapter consists of some results on right CS-rings. Some results,
related to Kamal-Muller’s Theorem (see [15, Theorem 1]), will be given for 
the nonsingular case.
3,1. Right CS-rings.
Let R be a ring and M a unital right R-module, Recall that, the ring R
is a right CS-ring provided R ^  is a CS-module.
N o ta t ion . Let S, T be rings, M a left S-, right T-bimodule such that
is faithful. We can think
9  : S EndCM^) given by
 of S as a subring of End(M^,), because the mapping
p(s)(m) = sm (s e  S, m e  M) 
is a ring monomorphism. Let
S M f s m
R = 0
-  J
_ 0  t _T I }•
: s 6  S, t  6  T, m e  M
Then R is a ring with respect to the usual addition and multiplication of 
matrices.
Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 . I 6  E (R ^) if and only if there exist N <5 E(M,p) and
E e  E(T,j,) such that
0 N 
0 E
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0 N s m
Proof. ( <= ) Suppose _ 0  E <, I. Let 0 & r = _ 0  t _ G R (s G S, t G T,
m G M). Suppose s ^  0. Therefore sM =£ 0 and hence sm ' ^  0 for some m ' G M. 
Consider
0 sm ' *1s m 0 m '
_ °  1 _ 1 o 0 1
—
0 0 G rR.
But there exists 0 =£ t '  G T such that 0 =£ (s m ') t ' G N. Thus 
0 sm '
0 0
0 0 (sm ') t ' 0 N
t '
—
I o o 1
G
1 o o
5  I. It follows that
rR  fl I ^  0,
Suppose s =  0, Then r =
0 m 
0 t
Case 1. m ^  0 . Therefore 0 =£ m t ' £  N for some t '  6 T, Thus
0 m 
°  t 
0 mt  *
0 0
0 0 0 m t'
_ 0 t ' 0 t t '
Now, if  t t '  — 0, then G I so rR O I s£ 0.
If  t t '  =£ 0 then 0 & t t ' t ' ' G E for some t '  '  G T. Thus
G I. Again rR D I =£ 0.I I I
~ 0  0 “
Case 2. m = 0. Therefore r —
o B r*- *
1
0 0 0 m t ' t "
l
*o
1 _ 0  t "
II
_ 0  t t ' t " _
 
0 t
0 0 0 0 0 0
t G T such that 0 ^  11 G E so that
_ °  4 _ _ 0 t _
=
_ 0 t t
, where 0 #  t e  T. Thus there exists
G I.
Hence rR  fl I & 0. It follows that I G E (R D).— lit
( => ) Suppose I G E(R«).  Define — K
0 m 0 0
N =  {m G M : 0 0 G 1} and E =  {t G T : 0 t G 1}
Then clearly N M,p and E ^  T ^. Let 0 & A ^  M^. Let 0 #  a G A, Then
R 0  I =£ 0. Therefore there exists
0 a 0 a
_ 0 0 R :£ R. Since I G E (R ^), I
oo
!
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TO a
L o O R D I. Now a  =
0 at n
0 0 J for some 0 ^  t e  T. Then at 6  A
and hence 0 at E  A fl N. It follows that N E E(M ^).
Now let 0 ^  B ^  T^, Let 0 ^  b £  B, Then
0 0 
0 b
0 0 0 0 0 0
_ °  b _
R H I =£ 0. Let 0 & ft E
_ °  b _
r  n i. Then /? = _ 0  bt _
R £  R. Thus
for some
0 #  t  S  T. Since bt £  B, 0 #  bt e  T n  E. Thus E E E (T T>.
Lemma 3 . 1 . 2 . Suppose is nonsingular and sN ~  0 for some s E  S where
N M ^. Then N E  E(M ^) implies that s =  0.
Proof. Let 0 =£ m E M. Then mE 5  N for some E E  E(R). Therefore smE — 0.
Hence sm =  0, i.e . sM = 0. Thus s =  0.
C oro llary  3 . 1 . 3 . R is right nonsingular if  and only if M j, and T^, are
nonsingular.
Proof. ( <= ) Let
s m 
0 t E Z(Rg). By Lemma 3.1.1, there exist N E  E (M ^),
E E E(T^,) such that sN = 0, mE = 0, tE =  0. Thus m = t =  0, and, by Lemma
3.1 .2 , s =  0.
( =* ) Let m E Z(M^,). Let E denote the right annihilator of m in T.
0 m S M S M
Then E E E ( T ^ .  Note that 0 0 0 E = 0, Hence 0 E is contained
in the right annihilator of
0 m
0 0 , so that
0 m
0 0 E Z(Rd ) = 0 (Lemma K
3.1.1). It follows that m = 0, i.e  is nonsingular.
Again let x E ZfT^) and E denote the right annihilator of x in T.
Hence E E E (T^,). Note that
0 0 s M S M
_ 0 _ 0 E _ -» 0 . Hence _ 0 E _X is
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contained in the right annihilator of 
It follows that x -  0 . Thus T,p is nonsingular.
0 0 0 0
1 o x i
, so that X©
1
€  Z(Rr ) -  0.
Lemma 3 . 1 . 4 . Suppose R is a right nonsingular right CS-ring. Then
(i) For every K €  C (M^,) there exists an idempotent e in S such that 
K =  eM,
(ii) T is a right CS-ring.
Proof, (i) Let K G C(MT). Let
Let A
X K 
0 0
X =  {s e  S : sM s  K) s  S(
£  R „ . Let a  G R, I G E(R_)  such that a l  :£ A. Then K — K.
a
s m 
0 t for some s e S ,  m G M, t 6  T. Moreover, by Lemma 3.1.1, there
:S I. Thusexist N G E(M,p), E G E(T^,) such that
0 N 
0 E
0 sN-FmE 0 N
t E =  or _ 0  E _ £  a l  s  A.
It follows that sN +  mE s  K, tE =  0. By Corollary 3.1.3, t — 0. Also mE ^  K 
implies m G K (Lemma 2.2 .4  and Corollary 3.1.3). Let m G M. Since N G E(M^,) 
it follows that mF ^  N for some F G E(T^,). Thus smF <; sN £  K, so sm G K 
(Lemma 2.2.4). It follows that sM :£ K. Hence o: G A and A 6  CfR^)  (Lemma— K.
2.2.4). By hypothesis, A G D(RR). Thus there exists e G X, k € K  such that
if P
e k 
0 0 then p  — P and A — PR. Now
P — p 2 => e2 =  e, k = ek.
Also, for every x G X, y G K,
x y e k x y
I o o 1 i
oo
1
oo
1
3S
implies x =  ex, y =  ey, la  particular, K =  eK. Also, e €  X implies eM sS K. 
It follows that K -  eM.
0 0
(ii) Let G E C (T ^ . Let B =
1 o Q i
:£ R ^ . Let o: E  R and od :S B for
s m ~j
some I E E(Rj^). Now a  — _ 0 t j  for some s E  S, m E M, t E T and
0 N 0 N
°  E =£ I for some N E E(HjO, E E E (T T). Thus a _ 0 E „
:£ a l  :£ B implies
sN + mE =  0, tE s; G.
It follows that m =  0, t £ G .  Also, if m €  M then mF £  N for
some F E ECT^) and smF ^  sN = 0; thus sm =  0. Hence sM — 0 and so s =  0.
0 0
Thus a  E  B and B E C (R ^). There exists f E G such that y = 0 f is
idempotent and B = yR, Then f =  f2 and G = fT. It follows that T is a right 
CS-ring.
Lemma 3 . 1 . 5 . Let R be a right nonsingular right CS-ring. Then M is an 
injective right T-module.
Proof. Let A be a right ideal of T and <p : A M a homomorphism. Let
0 ? ( a )
0 a : a E A k
Then F is a right ideal of R. There exists an idempotent e E R such that
s m
F E E(eR ). Now e =  q
E E E (R) such that eE ^  F. Now 
In particular,
for some s E S, m E M, t E T. There exists
0 N 
0 B E for some N £ E (M ^ ), B E E(T^,).
s m 
0 t
0 N 
0 0 -S F,
Thus
0 sN 
0 0 ^  F and hence sN = 0. By Lemma 3.1.2, s = 0.
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Now for each a G A,
~ 0  <p( a) 0 m 0 q>(a) 0 ma
0 a _ °  4 _ 0 a
«-*w
0 t a
so that <p(b)  — ma. It follows that M^, is injective.
Lemma 3 , 1 . 6 . Suppose T is a right nonsingular right CS-ring and is
nonsingular such that for every K E C(M^,) there exists e =  e €  S such that
K — eM. Let A E C (R ^), then there exists a = a2 E  A such that A =  aR©B,
B 2S
0 M 0 M
0 T _ and B H 0 0 _
=  0 where B "
Proof. Let A E C(Rr>)- Define — K
K = {m 6  M :
0 m 
0 0 e  A}.
Then K :£ M^. Also define
X = { s e S :  sM £  K}. 
Then X Sg. We prove first :
X K
_  0 0 ;£ A :S
X M 
0 T
Let s E  X. Then
s 0 0 M 0 sM 0 K
o o 1 _ 0  T _
ti
1 o © 1 t o o
A
(1)
s 0 X K
implies 0 0 G A (Lemmas 3.1.1 and 2.2.4). Thus _ 0 0 _ ^  A. Next
~~ s m
let a  = 0 t G A. Then
0 sM 0 M
0 0 _ = a 0 0 £  A
implies sM ^  K, so s E X. This proves (1). 
Next we prove :
K G C(Mt ) (2)
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Let m  G M such that mE <: K for some E G E (T rj,), Then
0 m 0 M 0 mE
_0 0 _ i
o
1 I o o
implies
0 m 
0 0
^  A
E A (Lemmas 3.1.1 and 2.2.4), so m €  K. By Lemma 2.2.5,
K €  C(M t ).
Next we prove :
There exists e -  e2 G S such that X == eS, K =  eM (3)
2
By hypothesis there exists e =  e G S such that K =  eM. Thus e G X.
Let s G X. Then sM K. Let m G M. Then sm = em ' for some ra ' E  M and hence
2
sm — em ' =  e m ' = e(em ') =  esm,
so that (s -  es)m — 0. Thus (s -  es)M — 0, and hence s — es. It follows that
X =  eX <; eS <1 X, so that X = eS, This proves (3).
e 0
Let a 0 0 G A, by (1). Note a =  a . Thus R =  aR © (1 -  a)R and
hence A =  aR©B where B = A 0  (1 -  a)R :£ RD. Let ft G B. ThenK.
1- e  0 ' s m (l-e )s  ( l-e )m
0 1 _ °  t
—
0 1
for some s G S, m G M, t G T. Since p  G A, (1) gives (1 -  e)s G X
0 M
so that (1 -  e)s =  e (l -  e)s -  0, by (3). Thus p  G 0 Suppose
P G
M
0 Then t -  0, and p  G A implies (1 -  e)m G K, so 
(1 ~ e)m = e (l -  e)m =  0, by (3). Thus P — 0. It follows that B :£
=  0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.6.
0 M 
0 T
and B fl
0 M 
0 0
Theorem  3 . 1 . 7 . Suppose that gM is faithful. Then R is a right nonsingular 
right CS-ring if and only if,
(i) the right T-module M is nonsingular, injective,
(ii) T is a right nonsingular right CS-ring, and
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(iii) for every K e  C(M ^) there exists an idempotent e in S such that 
K =  eM.
Proof. The necessity follows by Corollary 3.1.3 and Lemmas 3 ,1 .4 , 3,1.5.
For the converse suppose (i), (ii), (iii) hold. In view of Lemma 3.1.6,
it is sufficient to prove that if B is a right ideal of R such that
B <;
0 M 0 M
_ 0 and B 0 0 0 _T =  0 then B is essential in a direct summand of
RR . Let
X =  {(m,t) e  M@T :
0 m 
0 t £  B},
Then X is a T-submodule of M ® T with X fl M ~  0. Let n  *. M © T M, n : M ® T T1 2
denote the canonical projections. Note that tt i ; B -» T is a monomorphism.2 JB
Consider
/
/
M
there exists a mapping
r “ 0 p ( t ) "
'j
E = { _ 0  t : t G T
Then E is a right ideal of R. Also, for any b £  B,
b =
0 Wi( b ) " 0 gut (b)
0 ?r2( b ) _ _ 0 ^ W j ( b ) _
C p
Because T is a right CS-ring, there exists an idempotent e in T such that
A =  k (B) e  E(eT). Let
f =
0 <p(e) 
0 e
Then f is an idempotent in R. For any a £  A, a = ea and hence
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0 $>(a) 0 0 (e) 0 0 (a)
_ 0 a
1!
e
03O1
Thus B -- fB, There exists C G E(T) such that cC ^  A. Let c €  C. Then
g  b.ec
It follows that B G E(fR). Thus R is a right CS-ring.
0 0 (e) 0 M 0 0 (ec)
0 e ° c 0 
C oro llary  3 . 1 . 8 . Let K be a field and V a non-zero vector space over K. Let
rs  v i
S =  End^(V), the ring of K-endomorphisms of V. Let R =  O K *  ^ eu & *s a
right nonsingular right CS-ring with right uniform dimension 1 +  d im „V .iv
Proof. Let U G C(VK). Then V -  U © U '  for some U ' <; Let p : V U denoteK*
the canonical projection. Then p =  p G S and U =  pV. The other hypotheses
of Theorem 3.1.7 are obviously satisfied. Thus R is a right nonsingular
right CS-ring.
0 V “ 0 V “ 0 0
Let I = _ 0  K . Then I G | ( R R), I = I o o I
©
1 o 1
and
u-diml =  dim^-V + 1. If A .© A  ©A ©. . . ,  is a direct sum of non-zero right K 1 2  3
ideals of R then A. P l l ^ O r i ^ l )  and hencei
(A n i)©(A n i)®(A n i)©...
is a direct sum of non-zero submodules of I . It follows thatK.
u-dimR — u-diml =  1 +  dim^/V,Xv
Note.  Take K, V, S as in Corollary 3.1.8 and R =
S V 
0 K
(i) If dimR V "  n < oo then R is a right nonsingular right CS-ring with 
right uniform dimension n + 1,
(ii) If dimRV = oo then R is a right nonsingular right CS-ring which 
does not have finite right uniform dimension.
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Exam ple 3 .1 .9 .  Let K be a field. Set
K K K
R = 0 K K
0 0 K
Then R is a right CS-ring,
Proof. Take T =
K K 
0 K , M =  [K K] and S — K. Then T is a right nonsingular
right CS-ring, M is a right nonsingular, injective, uniform T-module, Thus by 
Theorem 3.1.7, R is a right CS-ring.
Exam ple 3 .1 .1 0 .  [4, Example 5.5]. Let K be a field and R =
R does not satisfy (C^), but it is a right CS-ring.
K 0 K 
0 K K 
0 0 K
. Then
Proof. Take S =  K, T =
K K 
0 K and M = [0 K]. Then T is a right
nonsingular right CS-ring and is a simple, injective module. Thus again
by Theorem 3.1,7, R is a right CS-ring.
Let E =
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1
R. Then clearly E €  D (R ^). Then the mapping which is
0 0 0 0 0 0 ” 0 0 0
defined by 0 0 0 -------> 0 0 k , is an isomorphism i.e  E s 0 0 K
0 0 k 0 0 0 0 0 0
However
0 0 0 
0 0 K 
0 0 0
g  D(RR).
K K K
Exam ple 3 .1 .1 1 ,  Let R = 0 K 0
0 0 K
Then R is not a right CS-ring.
Proof. Take S =  K, M =  [K K] and T
K 0 
0 K , Then T is semisimple ring and
is a nonsingular, injective module. Suppose R is a right CS-ring. Now
g (M T) = {[K 0], [0 K], [0 0], [K K]}. Let L =  K©0. Then L =  e(KfflK) for some 
e =  e2 G K (Theorem 3.1.7). But e =  0 or 1, as K is a field. Hence L — 0 or 
K©K,  a contradiction.
In the remainder o f this section unless otherwise stated R is a general 
ring and S a subring of R such that S — eRe for some idempotent e of R with
R ~  ReR. For example R — M^(S) for any 1 ^  n. Let M be a right R-module.
Then Me is a right S-module.
Lemma 3 .1 .1 2 .  Let K, K '  £  Mn and N, N '  <; Mec . Then ■----------------  K o
(i) K =  KeR and N = NRe,
(ii) K D K '  = 0  if and only if Ke fl K 'e  =  0, and
(iii) N O N '  = 0  if  and only if NR fl N 'R  =  0,
Proof, (i) K =  KR =  KReR -  KeR and N =  NS =  NeRe =  NRe.
(ii) If  K ( 1 K '  = 0  then Ke fl K 'e  ^  K fl K ' gives Ke O K 'e  =  0. Conversely, 
suppose Ke fl K 'e  = 0. Let x e K f l  K' .  Then xRe i  Kc H K ' — 0, and hence
xReR =  0. Thus xR =  0 and hence x =  0. It follows that K fl K ' =  0,
(iii) By (i), (ii).
Corol lary  3 .1 .1 3 .  Let L ^  Mu . Then L G E(M_) if and only if  Le €  E(M e„).-------------------------  K = K —
Proof. Suppose L €  E(M  ). Let 0 -7- N sS Me. Then L fl NR #  0 and hence
— IV
Le fl N =£ 0, by Lemma 3.1.12. Thus Le G E(M e„).
—
Conversely, suppose Le G E(M e ). Let 0 ^  K :S Mn , By Lemma 3.1.12,— o K
K =  KeR, so that 0 Ke :£ Me„. Hence Ke fl Le ^  0. But Ke Pi Le ^  K fl L, ThusO
K Pi L =£ 0. It follows that L G E(M ^).
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Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 4 , Let L, N ^  Me^. Then L is a complement of N in the S-moduIe Me 
if and only if LR is a complement of NR in the R-module M.
Proof, ( ) Suppose L is a complement of N in Me. Then L O N =  0 and hence
LR fl NR =  0 (Lemma 3.1.12), Suppose LR £  K £  Mu and K fl NR =  0. Therefore 
Lemma 3.1.12 gives:
L =  LRe Ke s  Me and Ke (1 N S  K O NR =  0.
It follows that L = Ke and hence LR =  KeR =  K (Lemma 3.1,12). It follows that 
LR is a complement of NR in M
( <= ) Suppose that LR is a complement of NR in M. Then L fl N =  0. Suppose 
L :£ H sS Me^ and H fl N =  0, Now
LR £  HR ^  M and HR fl NR -  0, 
by Lemma 3.1.12. Thus LR =  HR and hence L = LRe =  HRe =  H, by Lemma 3.1.12, 
again. Thus L is a complement of N in Me.
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 .1 5 ,  L 6  CCM^) if and only if Le E CCMe^),--------------------------  — K — o
Proof. By Lemma 3.1.14.
Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 6 , Let K £  MR . Then K E D(MR) if and only if  Ke E D(MCg). 
Proof. Suppose K E D(M ), Then M =  K © K ' for some K ' £  Mn , Thus
— xv K
Me =  Ke +  K'e .  But Ke fl K ' e  5  K fl K '  =  0, Therefore Me =  K e © K 'e .  Conversely
suppose that Me =  K e e L  for some L Me , By Lemma 3.1.12, K (T LR =  0, and
M = MeR = (Ke +  L)R = KeR + LR = K + LR.
Thus = K©LR.K
Theorem  3 . 1 . 1 7 . MR is a CS-module if and only if Me^ is a CS-module.
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Proof. (=>) By Lemma 3.1.12, Corollary 3.1.15, and Lemma 3.1.16.
(«=) By Lemmas 3.1.12 and 3.1.16.
C oro llary  3 .1 .1 8 . The ring R is a right CS-ring if and only if  the right
eRe-module Re is a CS-module.
Proof, Immediate by Theorem 3.1.17,
C oro llary  3 .1 .1 9 . Let R = M^fT) where T is a ring and e ~  e n - Then R is a
right CS-ring if and only if the right T-module Tn is a CS-module.
Proof, It is clear that R =  and — T, where e ^  is the matrix
where (i,j)th entry is 1, and all other entries are zero. Moreover,
R e ^  =  T e ^  + Te2l + ... +  T e ^  =  Tn (as right T-modules). Hence by Corollary 
3.1.18, the result follows.
Lemma 3 .1 .2 0 . MR satisfies (C3> if and only if Me^ satisfies (C^).
Proof. Let A, B e  g(M es ) with A O B = 0 .  Therefore A =  ARe, B =  BRe, by
Lemma 3.1,12. Hence AR, BR E DCM^) (Lemma 3.1,16). Since
— K
ARe fl BRe =  A f l B  =  0 then by Lemma 3.1.12, AR fl BR =  0 in M ^. ThusX
AR © BR E D(MR), By Lemma 3.1.16, A©B =  (AR © BR)e £  D (M e^). Conversely let K, 
L E D(M R) with K fl L =  0. Therefore Ke, Le E D(Meg) (Lemma 3,1,16). Then 
K e f l L e ^ K O L - O  gives that (Ke © Le)R =  K eR eL eR  =  K © L E D(M R).
C oro llary  3 .1 .2 1 . MR is quasi-continuous if and only if Meg is
quasi-co ntinuous.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1.17 and Lemma 3.1.20.
Let T be a ring such that M^(T) is right quasi-continuous. By Corollary 
3.1.19 and Lemma 3.1,20 the right T-module is quasi-continuous and hence, 
by [21, Proposition 2,10], T is right self-injective. Thus we have the 
following result.
C oro llary  3 .1 .2 2 . The following statements are equivalent for a ring T.
(i) T is right self-injective.
(ii) M^(T) is right quasi-continuous.
(iii) Mq(T) is right quasi-continuous for every positive integer n.
(iv) M^(T) is right self-injective for every positive integer n.
Lemma 3 .1 ,2 3 .  M satisfies (C ) if and only if Me„ satisfies (C ).------------------------  K 2 o 2
Proof, Let K, L Mn such that K ~  L E D(M_.). Let f : K -> L be anK “  K
R-homomorphism. Since L E D(M ) then Le E D(M e„) (Lemma 3.1.16). Now— K — o
^  = f I Ke : Ke -» Le is an isomorphism. Therefore Ke E D(Me) and hence 
K E D (M ^). For the converse, let A, B ^  Me such that A =  B E D(Me^). Thus 
BR 6  D (M ^), Suppose that <p : A -» B is an isomorphism. Define 6 : AR BR 
and $ ' : BR AR by
*Ofi> = K w ?  e'(Ofi>= O'Vi
for all n 1, a, 6  A, b. G B, r. G R (1 ^  i £  n). Now suppose Y  n a r = 0 .i i i  ^ = 1  i i
Then Y  n a.r.se =  0 for all s G R. Therefore Y  n a er se =  0 and hencei = l i i i= l i i
E .n .^(a.)er.se =  0. Thus ?>(a )r.se = 0. It follows that1 = 1 i i ,ui= r  i i
( )Re “  °> so that ( ^ . " ^ ( a ^ r .  )ReR =  0 i.e , =  °*
Therefore 6 is a well-defined mapping. It is easy to check that 6 is
an R-homomorphism, Similarly, 6 ' is an R-homomorphism. Clearly, 6 f B =  1 | ^
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and 0 0 ' — 1 | Hence 9 is an isomorphism. By hypothesis, AR E  D(M g) and 
then by Lemmas 3.1.12, 3.1.16, A E D(M ).
-*■* xv
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 .2 4 . is continuous if and only if Me^ is continuous.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1,17 and Lemma 3.1.23,
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .2 5 . is nonsingular if and only if Me^ is nonsingular.
Proof. ( ) Let m E Z(M^), Let r E R. Therefore mre E  Z(M ^). There exists
F E E (R ^ ) such that mreF — 0. Now by Corollary 3.1.13, eR D F E E(eR) and 
hence (eR H F)e E  E(eReg) =  ECSg). But mre E  Me and (eR O F)e ^  Fe <: F. Thus 
(mre)[(eR Pi F)e] = 0. Then mre =  0 because Me^ is nonsingular. Hence 
mRe =  0. Therefore mReR = 0, so that mR =  0 i.e  m = 0.
( =* ) Let me E Z(Me<,). Then meG =  0 for some G E E(Sg). By Corollary 3.1.13,
GR E  E (eR g). Thus GR©(1 -  e)R E E (R ^). Since m e[G R© (l -  e)R] =  0 then
me E Z(M ^) and hence me ~  0.
Note that if R is a right nonsingular right CS-ring then R is a right
pp-ring. However, the following example shows that there exists a ring which
is Artinian CS but not pp.
Exam ple 3 .1 .2 6 . Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0. Let G -  < x  : 
xp "  1 > ,  the cyclic group of order p. Let R denote the group algebra K[G], 
Then R is an Artinian CS-ring which is not pp.
Proof. Let S =  K[X] polynomial ring. Define <p : S R by
<?(a + a X 4- a X2 + ... 4- a, Xk) ™ art 4- a x  4- a + ... 4- a, xk.' 0 1  2 k 0 1 2 k
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Then p  is a epimorphism and R ~  S / S(XP -  1). Note that R is commutative,
Artinian and d im ^R  =  p. Let e ; R -» K be the augmentation mapping defined by
e(an +  a x  +  ...  +  a x1’’' 1) “  art + a, +  ...  +  a 0 1 p~l o l p - l
Therefore kere =  R(x -  1) =  P is the augmentation ideal. Hence
R /  R(x -  1) m K and R(x -  1) is maximal in R. Now
(X -  l )p -  xp -  ( p )xp_1 + ( p )xp"2 +  ... +  ( - l ) p
«  1 - 0  + 0 + ... + ( - l )p *  0.
Therefore [R(x -  l)]p -  R(x -  l)p = 0. Let A < R. Suppose 0 < A P. Then
there exists k £  1 such that A ^  R(x -  l)k, A ^  R(x -  l )k + I. Thus there
k+lexists a E A such that a E R(x -  1) . Therefore a =  r(x -  1) for some r E  R
k+1and r ^  P (if r E  P then a E R(x -  1) ). Now P is the unique maximal
k — 1ideal. Hence r is a unit in R. It follows that (x -  1) — r a E A  i.e ,
A =  R (x -  l)k. Then the only ideals of R are, R > P > P2 > ... > Pp =  0.
Therefore ^ R  is uniform and hence R is a CS-ring. Since P**-1 E E(R) then
P =  Z(R). Now let I = r (x -  1) = (1 + x + ... + xp_1)R- Then
I2 =  (1 +  x +  ... 4- xp J)2R = p (l + x + ... + xp *)R =  0.
2
Therefore r ( x -  1) ^  Re for any e =  e, E R. That is, R is not a pp-ring.
Recall that over a CS-ring a full matrix ring does not need to be CS
(see for example [4, Example 6.9]). On the other hand, we know Mq(R) is a
right CS-ring if and only if (Rn)D is a CS-module (Corollary 3.1.19).K.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .1 .2 7 . Let S be a domain. If M^(S) is a right CS-ring then S 
is left and right Ore and right CS,
Proof. Let R — M^(S). Let 0 gt x, y E S and suppose Sx O Sy — 0, Set
x 0 
u =  ny 0
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x 0 r s xr xs r s
i
o>* w  V _ y f ys_ W V
Then
e = e GR. Let say e =
and hence
x 0
_ y 0
a b 
c d 
x 0 
y 0 
ax +  by 0 
cx +  dy 0
G R. Then uR G E(eR) for some 
(a, b, c, d G S). Thus
a b 
c d
x 0
y 0
, Then x =  ax + by and y =  cx + dy. Now
(1 -  a)x =  by. Therefore (1 -  a)x =  0 and hence a -- 1, b — 0. Also
1 0
(1 -  d)y =  cx implies that d = 1, c — 0, Thus e = 0 1 . Hence uR G E(R).
On the other hand,
1 0 a ' b ' x r xs
0 _ 0 0 _ c ' d'_ = yr ys _
gives that
a ' b ' x r xs
_ 0 0 _ _ y r ys _
( a ',  b ' ,  c ' ,  d '  G R),
Hence r = s =  0. Therefore a '  — 0, b ' -- 0
a contradiction. It follows that S is left Ore.
Since R is a right CS-ring then (S©S)g is a CS-module (Corollary 
3.1.19). Therefore S is a CS-ring by Proposition 1,2.2,
Let 0 =£ z G S. Then zS G E(fSg) for some f1 =  f  G S. Thus f  = 1, so
that zS G R(Sg). Hence S is right Ore.
By adapting the proof of [4, Proposition 6.8] we can prove the following 
generalization.
P ro p o sitio n  3 ,1 ,2 8 . Suppose R is a semiprime right and left Goldie ring.
Then the following statements are equivalent,
(i) R is a right CS-ring.
(ii) R is a right and left pp-ring,
(iii) R is a left CS-ring.
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Proof, (i) =* (ii) Because R  is a right (left) nonsingular, every right (left) 
annihilator is a complement in R, so a direct summand. Therefore R is a 
right (left) pp-ring,
(ii) => (i) Let Q denote the semiprime Artinian classical ring of quotients of
R, Note that a right ideal of Q is minimal if and only if it is uniform.
Let u €  R. Suppose uR is uniform, then uQ is a minimal right ideal of Q. 
We have Qu =  Qe for some idempotent e, so that r  q (u) =  (1 -  e)Q. Thus
eQ =  Q / (1 -  e)Q =  Q / r(u ) =  uQ, 
so that eQ is a minimal right ideal of the semiprime Artinian ring Q, Hence
Qe is a minimal left ideal of Q, Therefore Qu is minimal, i.e. Ru is uniform.
Now let U be a maximal uniform right ideal of R and let 0 u Q U. Then
the left annihilator of u, I (u) — Rf for some f2 = f e R .  We have uR ^  U, soIV
that uR and Ru are uniform. Also, Ru s  R(1 -  f), so that R(1 -  f) is a
uniform left ideal. Hence (1 -  f)R is a uniform right ideal. But
uR zS, (1 -  f)R, so that U f l ( l -  f)R =£ 0. Hence U +  (1 -  f)R is also uniform
(R is nonsingular). Since (1 -  f)R e  D(U + (1 -f)R ) we must have
U +  (1 -  OR = (1 -  OR- Thus U <: (1 -  0R> and the maximality of U
gives U — (1 -  OR- By the Corollary of Theorem 1,2,4, R is a right CS-ring.
(i) «=> (iii) By symmetry.
Theorem  3 ,1 ,2 9 . Let R be a domain. Then the following statements are 
equivalent.
(i) M^(R) is a right CS-ring.
(ii) R is a right and left Ore and every 2-generator right or left ideal 
is projective.
(iii) M^(R) is left CS-ring.
Proof, (i) =* (ii). By Proposition 3.1.27, R is a right and left Ore domain.
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Also M^(R) is right nonsingular so right and left pp-ring. Hence by Small’s
Theorem [6, Theorem 8.17], every 2-generator right or left ideal is
projective.
(ii) *=* (i). Now M^(R) is right and left pp-ring by [6, Theorem 8.17].
Since M^(R) is a prime Goldie ring then by Proposition 3 .1.28, M^(R) is a
right CS-ring.
(i) <=» (iii). By symmetry.
N o te . In the above Theorem, 2 can be replaced by n.
3,2. Nonsingular CS-modules
Let R be a ring and ( T ,F )  a torsion theory for M od-R (see [34]). For any 
R-module M let t(M ) denote the torsion submodule of M. Recall that a right 
R-module M is said to be reduced provided it contains no non-zero injective 
submodule.
Lemma 3 .2 .1 . Let R be a ring and ( T , F ) a torsion theory for M od-R . Let M be 
a torsion-free reduced right R-module. Let I be an ideal of R such that 
I <, t(R ^ ). Then MI =  0 and M is a reduced right (R / I)-module.
Proof. Let
r  =  {E : E is a right ideal of R and R / E G T }.
Thus t(X) =  {x G X : xE = 0 for some E e f ) ,  for any right R-module X.
Let m G M, a G I, There exists G G r  such that aG — 0 and hence
(ma)G =  m(aG) = 0. Thus ma =  0. It follows that MI = 0. Define
m(r + I) = mr (m G M, r G R).
With this definition, the abelian group M becomes a right (R / I)-module.
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Let N be an injective submodule of the right (R / I)-module M. Let A be
a right ideal of R and 0 : A -> N an R-homomorphism. Define
<p : (A +  I) / 1 -» N by
q>(a +  I) =  0(a) (a £  A),
First we show that <p is well-defined. Suppose a, b e  A and a +  I -  b +  I.
Then a - b e l i  t(R ^ ). Thus there exists F 6  P  such that (a -  b)F — 0, We
have :
[0(a) -  0(b)]F = [0(a -  b)]F -  0{(a -  b)F} =  0(0) =  0,
But M is torsion-free. Thus 0(a) ~ 0(b) =  0, i.e. 0(a) =  0(b). It follows 
that q> is well-defined.
Let a, b G A, r e  R. Then
<p((a +  I) + (b + I)) = #>((a + b) + X) = 0(a + b) =  0(a) -h 0(b)
=  <p(a +  I) +  $>(b), and 
$(( a + I)(r + I)) =  p((ar) + I) = 0(ar) = 0(a)r =  0(a)(r +  I)
= <p( a + I)(r + I).
Thus <p is an (R / I)-homomorphism. Since N is (R / 1)-injective it follows
that there exists n €  N such that q>(a +  I) =  n(a + 1) (a G A). Hence, for all
a €  A,
0(a) = g>( a +  I) — n(a +  I) =  na.
It follows that N is an injective submodule of the reduced R-module M. Thus
N =  0. Hence M is a reduced (R / I)-module.
Lemma 3 .2 .2 . Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R and M a right R-module such 
that MI =  0. Then M is a right (R / I)-module. Moreover, the R-module M is 
a CS-module if and only if the (R / I)-module M is a CS-module.
Proof. Define
m(r + I) — mr (m G M, r G R).
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Then the abelian group M is a right (R / 1)-module. Let N be a subgroup of 
M. Let n E N, r G R. Clearly nr — n(r 4 -1) implies nr E N if and only if 
n(r +  I) E N. Thus
N is an R-submodule of M if and only if N is an (R / I)-submodule of M. (4)
Suppose that the R-module M is a CS-module. Let N E C(Mj^ j). Let K be an
R-submodule of M such that N €  E(K ). Let L be an (R / 1)-submodule of K such 
that N 0  L — 0. By (4), L is an R-submodule of K and hence L — 0. Thus 
N E E (K j^ )  and hence N =  K. Thus N E C(MR), Since M is a CS-module, there 
exists an R-submodule N ' of M such that M = N e N ',  By (4), N ' is an
(R / I)-submodule of M, It follows that C (M ^/j) £  D (M ^ j) . Hence the
(R / I)-module M is a CS-module.
Similarly, if the (R / I)-module M is a CS-module then the R-module M is 
a CS-module.
Lemma 3 .2 .3 . Let I be an ideal of a ring R and E a right ideal of R such that
I <; E and E / 1 E E((R / I)R/J), Then E E E(RR).
Proof. Let 0 ^  r 6  R. If r E l  then r E E  and hence 0 ^  rR S  rR fl E.
If r £  I then (r +  I)(R / 1) 0  (E / 1) *  0, Thus
[(rR fl E) +  I] / I =  [(rR +  I) / I] fl (E / 1) ~  (r +  I)(R / I) O (E / 1) =£ 0
and hence rR fl E ^  0. It follows that E E E(R n ).
— K
C oro llary  3 .2 .4 . Let I be an ideal of a ring R and M a nonsingular right
R-module such that MI = 0. Then M is a nonsingular right (R / I)-moduIe,
Proof. Again make M into a right (R I I)-module by defining
m(r + I) ~  mr (m E M, r E R).
Suppose m E M and mE — 0 for some E E E (R -) where R = R / 1. There exists a
—  K.
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right ideal E of R containing I such that E =  E / 1. By Lemma 3.2.3,
E E E(R r ). Moreover, mE =  0. Hence m — 0, because M is nonsingular. It
follows that M is a nonsingular right (R / 1)-module.
For the Goldie torsion theory (T ,F ) ,  F consists precisely of the 
nonsingular right R-modules.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .2 .5 . Let R be a ring and M a right R-module such that M is a
nonsingular reduced CS-module. Let I 5  Z (RtJ .  Then MI =  0 and the2 R
right (R / I)-module M is a nonsingular reduced CS-module.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.4.
Lemma 3 .2 .6 . [29, Proposition 2.6] Let R be a semiprime right Goldie ring and
M a nonsingular right R-module, Then M is injective if and only if M is 
divisible.
Proof. Suppose M is injective. Let c E  R, c regular. Let y E  M. Define 
0 : cR -> M by
0(cr) ~  yr (r E R).
Then 0 is well-defined (because c is regular) and an R-homomorphism. It
follows that there exists x E M such that 0(cr) = xcr (r E  R). In particular,
y =  0(c) =  xc 6  Me, It follows that M = Me. Hence M is divisible. (This
part is true for any ring R).
Conversely, suppose M is divisible. Let E E E (R ^) and <p : E -> M be— R
an R-homomorphism. Since R is semiprime right Goldie, E contains a 
regular element d. Nov/ $>(d) E  M = Md and hence p>(d) = md for some m S  M. Let 
e E E. Then e d ' =  dr for some r, d ' E R, d y regular (see [6, Theorem 1.27]).
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Thus
<p(e)d' =  tf>(ed') =  q>{dr) ~  ?>(d)r =  mdr =  m ed'
and so (<p(c) -  m e)d ' = 0 .  But d 'R  G E(R  ) and M is nonsingular. Thus— it
p(e) -  me — 0. That is, $?(e) =  me (e G E). It follows that M is injective.
Lemma 3 .2 .7 . [20, Proposition p .70] Let R be a commutative ring with a finite
collection o f prime ideals P t, P.......  P such that P f l P  fl ...  P =  0.
1 2  n 1 2  n
Then R is semiprime Goldie.
Proof. Without loss of generality P does not contained in P
i J
(1 ^  i ^  j n). Thus
P fl P Pi ... fl P, ( fl P fl . ..  fl P does not contained in P. (1 £  i :£ n).
1 2  l - l i + l  n i
Let c G R, c regular. Suppose cR fl I =  0 for some ideal I of R. Then
cl £  cR fl I, so cl =  0 and 1 =  0. Thus cR G E fR ^).— K
Conversely, let E G E (R ^ ). Then E is not contained in Pi (1 £  i ^  n).
Thus E f l P ,  fl ... fl P. , fl P, . H ... H P  is not contained in P,1 i - 1 i +1 n i
(1 £  i :S n).
Let e. e  e  n  p n  ... n  p . t n  p. L , n  ... n  p  , e g  p . ( i  =■; i =s n>,
i 1 l - l  i +  l n i l
Let e =  e +  e„ +  ... +  e 6  E. Let r  G R and suppose er = 0. Let
1 2  n
1 :£ i ^  n. If e G P. then e, G P , a contradiction. Thus e £  P.. Therefore,
i i i  i
er =  0 G P. implies r G P . Hencei i
r g  p . fi p  n  ... n  p  = 0 .1 2 Q
It follows that e is regular. Thus R is semiprime Goldie.
The next result extends [15, Theorem 5],
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 .8 . Let R be a commutative ring with finitely many minimal
prime ideals P .  P . Let hL. be a nonsingular reduced CS-module. Then MI n  K
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has finite uniform dimension.
Proof, Let N =  (r 6  R : rk =  0 for some k fe l} , Then N — P H P  fl ... O P  .
* 1 2 n
Let r 6  N, Let E =  {s G R : rs — 0}. Let O ^ a e R ,  Then there exists k fe l
k— 1 k 0such that r a ^  0 but r a — 0 (convention : r = 1 ) .  Thus
0 ^  rk *a G Ra O E. It follows that E G E (R ^). Hence r G Z(R). Thus 
N ^  Z(R) ^  z 2(r )> b Y Proposition 3 .2 ,5 , MN — 0 and the (R / N)-module M is a 
nonsingular CS-module, Thus, without loss of generality, N =  0, i.e.
p  n  p  n  . ..  n  p  =  o.
1 2 n
Then P P  . . .  P =  0, so that MP P ... P =  0. Let K «  {m G M :
1 2 n 1 2 n 1
mP^ — 0}. Then K <  M. Let L :S M such that K G E (L). Let x G L. There
exists I G E (R _) such that xl ^  K and hence xIP, = 0. Thus (x P )I  =  0, so
— JtC 1 1
tliat xP ~  0. It follows that x G K. Hence L =  K, and K G C(M), By
hypothesis, M =  K © K '  for some K ' ^  M. Note that K ' s  M /K  and (P fl ...
n p ) p ,  s p n p ^ n  ... n  p = o gives m (p  n  ... n  p >p, =  o, so that
n 1 1 2 n 9  2 n 1
M(P fl ... O P ) K. Hence K '(P  n  ... fl P ) =  0. By Lemma 3.2.2 and2 q 2 n
Corollary 3 .2 .4 , the (R / P )-module K is a nonsingular CS-module and the
(R / (P H ... fl PQ))-module K ' is a nonsingular CS-module. Let X be an
injective submodule of the (R / P )-module K. ' Let c be a regular element of
R. Then c G P and hence X — Xc (Lemma 3.2.6). Thus XD is divisible. By 1 K
Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3 .2 .7 , X is an injective R-module. But M is reduced, so 
that X -  0, Hence the (R / P^-m odule K is reduced. But R / P j  is a domain, 
so that by Kamal-Muller’s Theorem (see [15, Theorem 5]), K has finite uniform 
dimension. By the same argument, the R / (P fl ...  0  P )-module K ' is
2 Q
reduced and K ' has finite uniform dimension by induction on n. Thus M =  K©K'  
has finite uniform dimension.
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Chapter 4.
A CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUOUS AND QUASI-CONTINUOUS MODULES
In this chapter we shall characterize continuous and quasi-continuous 
modules in terms of lifting homomorphisms from certain submodules of M to M 
itself. Note that in [19, Theorem 1.3] a different lifting condition is given 
to characterize continuous modules.
4.1. Modules with C ^ (M ) Q Lift (M) or (Q ).
— M n
Recall that the module M is called continuous if it satisfies (C ^  (i.e,
CS) and (C2). Consequently, the module M is called quasi-continuous if it
satisfies (C ^  and (C ^. For basic results refer to Chapter 1, section 3. 
Moreover, for a good general account, see the comprehensive study of 
Mohamed-Muller [21].
Let R be a ring with identity and M a unitai right R-module.
Lemma 4 .1 .1 . Let K £  C(M). Then K e  D(M) if and only if there exists a
complement L of K in M such that K © L £  L ift^(M ).
Proof. Suppose first that K £  D(M). Then M — K © K '  for some submodule K ' of 
M. Clearly, L =  K ' will do.
Conversely, suppose that there exists a complement L of K in M with the
stated property. Let <p : K© L -> M be the homomorphism defined by
<P(x +  y) =  x (x £  K, y £  L).
By hypothesis, there exists a homomorphism 6 : M -> M such that
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#(x +  y) =  x (x G K, y G L).
Note that K £  imQ and L £  ker#.
Let 0 =£ v G im#, Then there exists u G M such that v =  #(u), Note that 
u g L ,  Thus K f l ( L  +  uR) =£ 0, There exist x G K, y e L  and r €  R such that 
0 & x =  y +  ur. Then x =  #(x) — #(y +  ur) =  vr. It follows that vR fl K ^  0 
for all non-zero v G im#. Thus K €  E(im #). But K G C(M). Hence K =  im#.
Now it is easy to check that M =  K© (ker#). Thus K G D(M).
C oro llary  4 .1 .2 . A module M satisfies (C p if and only if  for every 
K G C(M) there exists a complement L of K in M such that K e L G  L ift^(M ).
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 4.1.1.
Let n be a positive integer. It is clear that if M satisfies
C (n)(M) £  Lift. ,(M) then M satisfies C (n“ 1}(M) £  LifL.(M ), for all n & 2. Note 
— M “  M
that modules satisfying C(M) £  L ift^(M ) have been considered in [27].
Next we establish the connection between C ^ (M ) £  L ift,.(M ) and the=  M
quasi-continuity of a module M, as was pointed out at the beginning of this 
chapter.
Theorem  4 .1 .3 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M,
(i) M is quasi-continuous
(ii) M satisfies C ^ (M ) £  L ift^(M ) for every positive integer n.
(iii) M satisfies C ^ (M ) £  L ift^(M ) for some integer n & 2.
(iv) M satisfies C ^ (M ) £  Liftj^(M).
Proof, (i) => (ii) => (iii) =» (iv). Obvious.
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(iv) =* (i) By Proposition 2.2.2 and Corollary 4.1.2.
We now consider continuous modules. Let us consider the following 
condition for any positive integer n and a module M.
(Q ) For every submodule K of M such that K is a direct sumn
... ©K^ of submodules K (1 :£ i ^  n) of M, each isomorphic 
to a complement in M, K 6  Lift^(M ).
It is clear that if M satisfies (Q ) then M satisfies (Q J  for all
n n— 1
n 2. Moreover, if M satisfies (Q ) then M satisfies C ^ (M )  £  Lift. .(M), for
u — JM
all n ^  1.
Theorem  4 .1 .4 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M is continuous.
(ii) M satisfies (Q^) for every positive integer n.
(iii) M satisfies (Q ) for some integer n & 2.
n
(iv) M satisfies (Q^).
(v) M satisfies (Q^) and (C^),
Proof, (i) =* (ii) => (iii) =► (iv). Clear.
(iv) =* (i). By Corollary 4.1.2 and Proposition 2.2.1.
(i) =*• (v). Clear.
(v) ==> (i). By Proposition 2.2.1.
4.2, An outline and counter examples.
Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.1,4, allow us to construct the following outline.
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quasi-injective «=* continuousA=* quasi-continuous4 V
V  V "
(Qn) Vn <=> (Q J  => C (2)(M) c  LiftM(M) «=> C (n)(M) C L ift^(M ) V n.
for any integer n & 2. No other implications can be added to this table, in 
general. To see why this is the case we shall give a number of examples. 
First of all, note that Utumi [36, Example 3] has given an example of a
continuous module which is not quasi-injective. The next example is easy.
E xam ple 4 .2 .1 . Let 2 denote the ring of rational integers and M be the 
2 -module 2. Then M satisfies C ^ (M ) £  L ift^(M ) but does not satisfy (Q^).
Proof. It is clear that M satisfies (C^) and (C p, so that M satisfies
(2)C Q L ift^(M ), by Theorem 4.1 .3 . Let N denote the submodule 22 of Z. Then
N =  M, but the homomorphism <p : N -> M given by
g>(2n) =  n ( a e l )
does not lift to M. Suppose that there exists a homomorphism $ : M -» M such
that 6 | ^  — <pt Then there exists x E  M such that £?(m) = xm (m E M). Therefore
2xm =  £?(2m) =  <p{ 2m) — m,
so that 2x =  1, a contradiction. Thus M does not satisfy (Qj).
Example 4.2.1 shows that, for a module M, none of the implications 
quasi-continuous => continuous, C ^ (M ) cr L ift^(M ) => (Q^), C(M) c  L ift^(M ) =* 
(Qj), is true in general.
Now we shall show that, for n & 2, (C^) C ^ (M ) Q L ift^(M ) is not true
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in general. Note that C <n*(M) £  L ift^(M ) (C ^ (see, Proposition 2.2.2),
Exam ple 4 .2 .2 . Let M be any free Z-module of non-zero finite rank k. Then
(i) M satisfies (C^), and
(ii) M satisfies (C^) if and only if k = 1.
Proof, (i) Let N E C(M), N ^  M. Then M / N is torsion-free, and hence free.
Thus N E D(M).
(ii) If k =  1 then M is uniform and hence satisfies (C3). Conversely,
suppose that k & 2. Let f  , . . . ,  f  be a basis of M. Let — Zf^ and
K =  Z(f + 2f ), Clearly, M = K ©L — K ©L, where L «  Zf +  ...  +  Zf .
£  L h  1 £  J, £
Also K O K  = 0 ,  but K ©K — Zf ©Z2f . which is not a direct summand of 
1 2  1 2  1 2
Zf ©Zf , and hence not a direct summand of M, Thus M does not satisfy (Q^).
Note that neither of the implications 
C(M) £  LiftM(M) C (2)(M) £  Lift (M), C(M) £  L ift^ (M ) => (C ^, 
is true for a module M, in general (see Example 2.1.16). Moreover, the
module M in Example 2.1.16, does not satisfy- ( Q ). To see why this is so, 
let K =  Z(1 + Z p ,l) . Then K E C(M) and K O M  = 0. Let n  : M -» denote the
canonical projection. Let L =  ti(K). Tlien L ~  K. Note that L -  1(0 +  Z p ,l).
Define q> : L -> M by
p(r(0 +  Z p ,l»  -  r( l +  Z p,l) (r E Z).
Then <p is a homomorphism which does not lift to M. For, suppose that $ could
be lifted to a homomorphism 6 : M M. Then
(1 +  Z p ,l) =  <p(0 + Z p,l) -  0(0 + Z p ,l) =  p0(O + Z p ,l /p ) , 
a contradiction. It follows that M does not satisfy (Q ).
Finally, we turn to the conditions (Q ) and (Q^). The next example,
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which is due to B, L. Osofsky, shows that (Q p does not imply
Exam ple 4 .2 .3 , There exists a commutative local ring R such that the R-module 
R satisfies (Q p  but does not satisfy (C p.
Proof. By [18, Remark (i)], there exists a commutative valuation domain S 
such that every homomorphic image of S is a self-injective ring, but S is not 
Noetherian. Suppose that every proper image of S has non-zero socle. Then 
every proper homomorphic image of S is finitely cogenerated (S is a valuation 
ring!), and hence is Artinian by [29, Theorem 3.21]. Thus every proper 
homomorphic image of S is Noetherian. By [29, Theorem 3,25 Corollary], S is 
Noetherian, a contradiction. Thus there exists a non-zero ideal A of S such 
that the ring S /  A has zero socle. Let T =  S / A and note that T is a local 
self-injective ring.
Let J denote the unique maximal ideal of T. Let R denote the subring of 
the commutative ring T© T defined by
R *  { (t,t') : t -  t '  G J} .
Then R is the pullback of
T
%
'i'
T  T / J
where n  : T -> T / J  is the canonical epimorphism. The ring R is a commutative 
local ring with unique maximal ideal J© L  Let M denote the R-module R. Then, 
being local, M does not have (C p and hence M does not have (Q p  (Theorem 
4.1.4).
It remains to show that M satisfies (Q p. Let t and t '  be any non-zero 
elements of T. If t has zero annihilator in T then T =  Tt, because T is 
self-injective (see, Lemma 3.2.6 or [29, Proposition 2.6]), and hence
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M = R(t,t')* Similarly, M =  R (t,t ')  if t '  has zero annihilator. Now suppose 
that t and t '  both have non-zero annihilator. Then R ( t,t ')  f l  (J© 0) & 0 and
R (t,t ')  0  (0©J) 0. Thus R (t,t ')  E E(M ). It follows that C(M ) {0, M, J© 0,
0© J},
Let N be a submodule and K E C(M) such that there exists an isomorphism 
a  : K -> N. Let <p : N -» M be a homomorphism. If  K =  0 then N  — 0 and <p can be
lifted to M. Now suppose that K = M. In this case, N =  R ( t ,t ')  for some
elements t, t '  in T such that both t and t '  have zero annihilator. As we have 
just seen, this gives N =  R (t,t ')  = M. Again, §> lifts to M trivially.
Now suppose that K ~  J © 0. For any a 6  J, a(a,0) =  (b,c) for some b,
c E  T. Now (a,0)(0©J) =  0 implies (b,c)(0©J) = 0, and hence cJ =  0. Because T
has zero socle, we have c = 0. Thus N — o;(K) £  J© 0. It follows that N — L© 0 
for some proper ideal L of T. Now consider <p : N M. Because N(0© J) =  0, 
the same argument gives ^(N) £  J © 0, Thus <p induces a homomorphism <p'  : L -> T.
But T is self-injective, and hence <p' can be lifted to T and this allows us to
lift to M. A similar proof shows that if K = 0© J then <p can be lifted to M.
It follows that M satisfies (Qj).
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Chapter 5.
GENERALIZATIONS OF CS-MODULES
In this chapter two generalizations of CS-modules and the conditions on a 
module which imply that it is a direct sum of uniform modules will be 
investigated. Finally we shall consider chain conditions.
5.1. Modules with (C ^).
Let R be a ring. In this section we shall establish some properties of 
R~modul.es which satisfy (C ^ ). Note that modules which satisfy (C ^) are 
mentioned by Mohamed and Mt*fler in [21, p. 106].
D efinition 5 . 1 .1 . A module M satisfies (C^)  if every submodule of M has a 
complement which is a direct summand of M, i.e. for each N E  L(M ) there exists 
a K E D(M) such that K is a complement of N in M.
For purposes of comparision we first prove
P roposition  5 . 1 .2 . A module M satisfies (C p if  and only if for all 
submodules N and L such that N fl L —0 there exists a K E D(M) such that L ^  K 
and N O K = 0 . Moreover, in this case N© K E E(M).
Proof. Suppose first that M satisfies (C^). Suppose that N and L are 
submodules of M such that N 0  L = 0 . There exists a complement K  of N in M such 
that L :£ K. By hypothesis, K E D(M).
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Conversely, suppose that M satisfies the stated condition. Let
L £  C(M). There exists a submodule N of M such that L is a complement of N in
M. By hypothesis, there exists a K £  D(M) such that L ;S K and K fl N — 0.* 
Thus L *» K. It follows that every complement in M is a direct summand. 
Therefore M satisfies (C ^.
For the last part, use Proposition 1.1.5.
Lemma 5 .1 .3 . Let N be a submodule of a module M and let K £  D(M). Then K is 
a complement of N in M if and only if K fl N =  0 and KffiN 6  E(M ).
Proof. The necessity follows by Proposition 1.1.5. Conversely, suppose that 
K and N have the stated properties. There exists a submodule K ' of M such 
that M = K © K '.  Suppose that there exists a submodule of M such that 
K S  K^and n  N = 0. Then = K 0  M = fl (K ® K ') =  K® (K  fl K ') .  Let 
0 & y £  (Kj fl K ') .  Therefore 0 & yr =  n 4* k for some n £ N ,  k £ K ,  r £ R
(because N © K  £  E(M)), Therefore, yr -  k — n £  fl N — 0, so that
yr = k £  K fl K ' =  0, a contradiction. Hence fl K ' ~  0 and K =  K , That
is, K is a complement of N in M.
Compare the next result with Proposition 5.1.2.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .1 .4 . The following statements are equivalent for a module M.
(i) M has (Cn ).
(ii) For any L £  C(M), there exists a K £  D(M) such that K is a 
complement of L in M,
(iii) For any submodule N of M, there exists a K £  D(M) such that 
N f l K  =  0 and N © K £  E(M).
(iv) For any L £  C(M), there exists a K 6  D(M) such that L fl K — 0 and
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L e K  €  E(M ).
Proof. (i)«f(ii), (iii)=j(iv) Obvious.
(i)«-(iii), (ii)« (iv) Clear by Lemma 5.1,3,
(iv)=*(i). Let A be any submodule of M. Then there exists B €  C(M) 
such that A e  |( B ) .  By hypothesis, there exists a K e  D(M) such that 
B f l K = 0  and B ® K  £  E(M ). Hence, by Lemma 5.1.3, K is a complement of B in M. 
Note that K fl A =  0, Suppose that K ' is a submodule of M which properly 
contains K. Therefore K ' O B & 0 and hence K ' d  B O A & 0, i.e . K ' fl A =£ 0. 
Thus K is a complement of A in M.
It is clear from Proposition 5.1.2 that any module M with (Cj) satisfies 
(C n ), because any complement submodule of M is a direct summand (or see 
Proposition 5.1.4). In particular uniform modules, semisimple modules and 
injective modules satisfy (C ^ ). On the other hand, any indecomposable 
module with (C ^) is uniform. Let us justify this statement :
Let N be a non-zero submodule of M. By (C ^), there exists a K €  D(M) 
such that K is a complement of N in M. But M is indecomposable thus K — 0 and 
hence N E(M) (Proposition 1.1.5). Therefore N e  E(M). It follows that M is 
uniform.
We shall show that every module which is a direct sum of uniform modules 
satisfies particular, for any prime p, the Z-module
M = (Z / Zp) ® (Z / Zp3) satisfies (C ^). However M does not satisfy (C^). 
(see Example 1.2.3). Thus a sum of uniform modules does not have (C^), in 
general.
Theorem  S. 1 .5 . Any direct sum of modules with (C ^) satisfies (C ^).
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Proof, Let (A £ / t )  be a non-empty collection of modules, each satisfying
(C ^). Let M =  Let N be any submodule o f M. Let A E  A .  Note that
N H is a submodule of and satisfies (C ^ ). By Proposition 5.1.4,
there exists €  D (M^) such that (N fl M^) fl — 0 and (N O M^) © E  E(M ^).
Note that N H =  0, (N © K^) fl =  (N (1 M^) © and (N © K^) f lM ^  €  E(M ^).
Let A '  be a non-empty subset of A  containing A such that there exists a
K ' e  D (M ' =  ® A € / l  ' MA>’ wiLhN n  K ' == 0 and with (N © K ')  f l M ' e
Suppose A '  - / -A ,  Let fi E A ,  fi A  \  Now L ~  (N © K ')  fl is a submodule of M^,
so there exists K E  D(M ) such that L fl K — 0 and L © K E  E(M ).
H = fi H H M
A  * «  A '  U {//> and M # -  © . . „M.  =  M ' ©M . Note that K ' fl K -  0. Letu  ; A E A "  A fi fiLet
K* =  K ' ©K . Note that K ' E D (M ") and moreover N H K ' = 0 .
Consider the submodule N © K *.  Note that ( N © K #) fl M 'con ta ins (N ©K ')  fl M ' ,  
s o t h a t ( N © K #) H M '  E E(M') .  Moreover,
( N ® K ' ) H M  =  (N © K ' © K ) fl M =  [ (N©K' )  fl M ] ©K — L ©K 6  E(M ).f i  f i '  f i  '  f i '  f i  f i  =  f i
It follows that ( N ® K ' ) f l M '  E E (M ' ) .  Repeating this argument, there exists 
K E  D(M) such that N fl K = 0 and N© K E  E(M ). By Proposition 5,1.4, M 
satisfies (C ^ ).
C o ro lla ry  5 . 1 , 6 . Any direct sum of modules with (C^) satisfies (C ).
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 5,1,5,
Corol lary  5 . 1 . 7 . Any direct sum of uniform modules satisfies (C ^),
Proof. Im mediate by Corollary 5.1.6,
The next result shows that the study of modules with (C ^) reduces to the 
case of Goldie torsion modules and nonsingular modules, It is the analogue of
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[15, Theorem 1], Recall that the singular submodule Z(M) of a module M is 
defined by
Z(M) «  {m G M : mE »  0 for some E G E(R)}, 
and the Goldie torsion submodule (or second singular submodule) Z (M) of M isJt
that submodule of M, containing Z(M), such that Z^(M) / Z(M) is the singular 
submodule o f M / Z(M),
T heorem  5 . 1 , 8 . A module M satisfies (C ^) if and only if M — Z^QvI) ©K for some 
(nonsingular) submodule K of M, and Z2(M) and K both satisfy (C ^).
Proof. The sufficiency is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1.5.
Conversely, suppose M satisfies (C ). We prove first that Z2(M) G g (M ). Let
L — Z2(M). There exist submodules K and K ' of M such that M ~  K © K ' ,  L  O K =  0
and L e K  G E(M) (Proposition5.1.4). N owL «  Z (M) = Z ( K © K ')  =  Z (K)®Z (K')-21 2 2 2
But it is clear that Z (K) “  0. Thus L -  Z ( K f) S  K ' .  Because L © K  G E(M ),
L G E (K /), and hence K ' / L is singular. Thus L — K ',  and L G D(M).
We have proved that M =  L e K .  Now we prove that L satisfies ( 0 4l). Let N 
be any submodule of L. Then N © K  is a submodule of M. Because M satisfies 
(C ), there exist submodules P, P ' of M such that M = P © P ' ,  (N©K) O P  -  0
and N © K © P G E(M ). Note that P H K  =  0 and hence P embeds in M / K L, Thus
P -  Z (P) and P L. It follows that P G D(L) (in fact L =  P©(L 0  P ' ) )  and
N © P  G E(L). By Proposition 5 .1 .4 , L satisfies (C ).
Finally we prove that K satisfies (C ). Let n  : M -> K denote the
canonical projection. Let H be any submodule of K, Then L ft H — 0, and there 
exist submodules Q and Q ' of M such that M “  Q © Q ' ,  ( L ® H ) D Q ~ 0  and 
L © H © Q G E(M ). Note that L =  Z2(M) = Z (Q)®Z (Q#) «  Z ^ Q ') , because Q H L =  0 
gives Z (Q) «  0. Hence L =S Q ',  and Q ' =  L ® ( Q '  ft K). Now
M =  Q © Q '  = Q ©L ©(Q ' 0  K). Thus L©Q G D(M). But L ©Q -  L © te(Q). Therefore
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?t(Q) G D(M), and hence n(Q) G D(K). However H©?r(Q)©L G E(M ), Thus 
H©te(Q) G E(K ). By Proposition 5.1.4, K satisfies (C ^).
In a sim ilar vein to Theorem 5.1.8 we show that the study of nonsingular 
modules satisfying (C ^) reduces to the case of modules with essential socle 
and modules with zero socle. For any module M, Soc M will denote the socle of 
M. First we prove.
Lemma 5 . 1 . 9 .  Let M be a module which satisfies (C ). Then M =  M ©M where --------------------- v i r  t 2
M, is a submodule of M with Soc M. E E(M ) and M a submodule of M with zero 1 1 = 1 2
socle.
Proof. Let S denote the socle of M. There exist submodules K and K ' of M 
such that M =  K ® K ' ,  S f l K  = 0 and S ©K E E(M ). By [1, Proposition 9.19],
S = Soc M = (Soc K) © (Soc K ' ) .
Clearly Soc K =  0 so that S s K ' .  Now S©K E E(M ) implies S E E (K ') , and the 
result is proved.
Let M be a module and N any submodule of M, Let us form the submodule 
c(N) =  {m e  M : mE <  N for some essential right ideal E o f R}, 
of M. Then
Lemma 5 . 1 . 1 0 , Let M be a nonsingular module and N any submodule of M. Then 
c(N) is a unique complement in M such that N E E(c(N)).
Proof. Suppose that N G E(K) for any K ^  M. Let 0 =£ x G K. Then xR fl N & 0.
Thus E =  x *N G E(R _)  by Proposition 1,1.2. Therefore xE z£ N and hence ~  K.
x G c(N) so that K ^  c(N). Now let 0 =£ y G c(N). Thus yF ^  N for some
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F E E (R ^). Since M is nonsingular, yF =£ 0, Therefore 0 ^  yF r£ N H yR. It
follows that N E E(c(N)), The result follows.
The proof of the next result is very similar to that of Theorem 5.1.8 but we
include it for completeness.
Theorem  5 . 1 . 1 1 . A nonsingular module M satisfies (C ^ ) if and only if
M — where is a module satisfying (C ^) with Soc E  E(M^) and is
a module satisfying and having zero socle.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear by Theorem 5.1.5.
Conversely, suppose that M satisfies (C ). By Lemma 5,1.9, M — M ©M _
11  X d t
where Soc M. E E(M  ) and Soc M = 0. Let S denote the socle of M. Clearly 
1 — 1 2
= c(S).
We prove next that satisfies (C ^). Let N be any submodule of By
Proposition 5 ,1 .4 , there exists P E  D(M) such that ( N © M ^ ) n P  =  0 and
NffiM ©P E E(M). Now P embeds in M and hence Soc P =  S ( 1 P 6  H(P) (see [1, « 1
Corollary 9.9]). Thus P =  c(S H P) £  c(S) =  M . Hence P E  D (M p and 
N© P E E ( M p .  By Proposition 5 .1 .4 , satisfies (C ^).
Now consider M^. Let n : M denote the canonical projection. Let H
be any submodule of By Proposition 5.1.4, M has submodules Q and Q ' such
that M — Q © Q ',  (M^ ©H) O Q — 0 and M ^ e H e Q  E E(M). Now S Pi Q ~  0 implies
S £  Q ',  by [1, Proposition 9.19], Thus — c(S) £  Q '.  It follows that 
E D (Q ')  and hence M p Q e  D(M). This implies that ©n(Q) €= D(M), 
7f(Q) E D (M p, and H©ti(Q) E E (M p. By Proposition 5.1.4, M2 satisfies (Cjj)*
Theorems 5.1.8 and 5.1,11 raise the following natural question :
Let M be a module which satisfies (C ^). Does any direct summand of M
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satisfy (C ^) ?
We do not know the answer to this question in general. A special case of 
this question is of interest, namely, if a module M is a direct sum of uniform 
submodules, does any direct summand of M satisfy (C ^ )  ? The next result 
deals with a special case (see also Theorem 5.3 .3). First we prove.
Lemma 5 . 1 . 1 2 . Let N G D(M) and let K be an injective submodule of M such that 
N fl K  =  0. Then N© K G D(M).
Proof. There exists a submodule N ' of M such that M = N © N ' .  Let n  : M -» N '  
be the canonical projection. Then N fi K = 0 implies K m n(K)  so that ?i(K) is 
injective. It follows that ?r(K) €  D(N')> But N©K =  N@7t(K), and hence 
N ® K G  D(M).
p ro p o sitio n  5 . 1 . 1 3 . Let M be a module which satisfies (C ^). Let N G D(M) 
such that M /N  is an injective module. Then N satisfies (C ^).
Proof. Let L be any submodule of N, There exists an injective submodule N ' 
of M such that M =  N © N ' .  Consider the submodule L © N ' .  There exists a 
K €  such that (L©N") 0  K — 0 and LffiN' ©K G E(M) (Proposition 5.1.4). By
Lemma 5.1.12, N ' ©K G D(M). But
N' ©K = N'©?t(K),
where n : M -> N denotes the canonical projection. Thus n{K) G D(N) . However 
L©7t(K)©N' G E(M ). It follows that L © 7t(K) G E(N). By Proposition 5.1.4, N 
satisfies (C n )-
Let U be a torsion uniform 2 -module. Then the injective hull E(U) of U 
is a torsion indecomposable injective 2 -module, so that E(U) is a quasicyclic
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group Z(p ) for some prime p (see, for example, [7, Volume I, Theorem 23.1}).
Lemma 5 .1 .1 4 . Let M be an abelian p-group for some prim e p. Suppose that the 
2 -module M is a direct sum of uniform modules. Then every direct summand of M 
is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Proof, Our above remarks show that M — M ©M where M is an injectivei 4r 1
submodule of M and the submodule M2 is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Let N 
be a direct summand of M, There exists a submodule N ' of M such that
M =  N © N '. Let 7t : M N denote the canonical projection. Then TtCM  ^ is
injective ([7, Volume I, p .98 (D)j), and hence N — jrC M ^eL  for some submodule
L of N. Let L ' =  jrC M ^eN '. Then M -  L ©L '.  Note that c L ' ,  Let 7t : M -> L 
denote the canonical projection. Then ^(M ^) =  0, and hence :S k e r ^  =  L '.  
Thus L ' =  M ^ C L ' H M2). Now L®M J ® (L ' 0  M2) =  M =  M ®M , so that
L © (L ' fl M^) ~  M2. By a theorem of Kulikov ([7, Volume I, Theorem 18.1]) L is
a direct sum of cyclic groups. It follows that L is a direct sum of uniform 
submodules. Moreover teCM )^ is a direct sum of uniform submodules, by [7,
Volume I, Theorem 23,1], Thus N = jt(Mi)© L is a direct sum of uniform 
submodules.
For any abelian group A, let t(A) denote its torsion subgroup and, for
any prune p, let Tp(A) denote the p-eomponen. of t(A) [7, Volume I, p.43]. We
now prove.
Theorem  5 .1 .1 5 .  Let M be a 2-module such that M is a direct sum of uniform
modules. Then any direct summand of M is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Proof, Each uniform Z-module is torsion or torsion-free. Thus M — M ©M„1 2
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where is a torsion-free module, M2 is a torsion module and both and 
are direct sums of uniform modules. Let N £  D(M). Then M =  N © N ' for some 
submodule N ' of M. Note that — t(N )© t(N')> so that t(N), t(N ')  €  D(M). It 
follows that N — t(N) © K and N ' — t(N ')  © K ' for some submodules K of N and K ' of 
N \  Now Mx©M2 = M = N e N ' =  M2 © K © K / , and hence M 1 s  K e K 7. By [7, 
Volume 33, Theorem 86.7], K is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Next, every torsion uniform submodule of M2 is a p-group for some prime p 
[7, Volume I, Theorem 8.4], Thus M — © r (M ), where the direct sum is over2 p  2
all primes p, and t  (M ) is a direct sum of uniform modules for each p, again 
P 2
by [7, Volume I, Theorem 8.4]. Moreover, it is clear that 
t^(M2) =  Tp(N)©r (N')> for each prime p. By Lemma 5.1.14, t^(N) is a direct 
sum of uniform modules for each prime p, and hence so too is t(N) =  ®p t (N). 
Thus N — t(N)©K  is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Combining Corollary 5.1.7 and Theorem 5.1.15, we conclude that over the 
ring Z, any direct sum of uniform modules satisfies (C ^  ).
P ro p o sitio n  5 ,1 .1 6 . Let M be a torsion-free module over Z. Then M satisfies 
(C2) if and only if  M is injective.
Proof. Suppose M satisfies (C^)- Suppose M “  I© R , where I is injective and R
is reduced. Thus R satisfies (C2>. Let p be any prime, then pR s  R (with r 
pr). Therefore pR £  D(M) and hence R — pR©X for some X £  R. Now pR E E(R) 
and hence X — 0. It follows that R — pR for all primes p. Therefore R is 
injective so that R = 0. Hence M = I is injective.
We make one final comment in this section. A free abelian group M is a
Z-module with (C^) if and only if it has finite rank, by [15, Theorem 5].
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However, any free abelian group satisfies (Cn ) by Corollary 5 .1 .7 .
5.2. Modules with (C ).s 12
We show that for any ring R the class of R-modules with (CJ2) properly
contains the class of modules which satisfy (C ^), and we establish some
properties of modules with (Cj2)* Let us start with the definition of a
module which satisfies (C ).12
D efin ition  5 .2 .1 . A module M satisfies (C ^) if, for every submodule N of M,
there exists a K 6  D(M) and a monomorphism a  : N -» K such that o(N) G E(K).
Lemma 5 .2 .2 . A module M satisfies (C12) if and only if for each N G C(M)
there exists a K G D(M) and a monomorphism a: N -> K such that a(N ) G E(K).
Proof. The necessity is clear. Conversely, suppose M satisfies the stated 
property for complements. Let L be any submodule of M. There exists 
N G C(M ) such that L G E(N ). By hypothesis, there exists K G D(M) and a 
monomorphism a  : N -> K such that a(N) G E(K ). But a(L) G E(o:(N)), and this
implies that a(L) G B(K). It follows that M satisfies (C12),
Lemma 5.2.2 makes it clear that modules with (C^) satisfy (CI2)- We show
next that modules with (C ) satisfy (C ).
11 12
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 .3 .  If a module M satisfies (C ) then M satisfies (C,„). £ -------------------------------  v H '  '  12
Proof. Let N be a submodule of M. Then there exist submodules K and K ' of M
such that M =  K © K ', N fl K ' — 0 and N © K ' G E(M) (Proposition 5.1.4), Let
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n  : M -» K be the canonical projection mapping and a  the restriction of n  to
the submodule N. Then a  : N -> K is a monomorphism. Let 0 ^  k €  K, Then
there exists r E  R such that 0 kr — x -I- k' for some x E  N, k' e K ' .  Now
kr = 7i(kr) — jt(x + k') — n(x) -  a ( x ) .
Thus kR H a(N) #  0 for all 0 & k €  K. Thus <*(N) €  E(K).
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 .4 . Let M be any module. Then M is isomorphic to a direct
summand of a module which satisfies (C ).12
Proof, For any module X, let E(X) denote the injective hull of X. Let
M ' =  E(E(M) ©E(M) ©E(M )© Note that M ' is injective, L etM * =  M & M '. So M 
is isomorphic to M ® 0 e  D (M *). Now we show that M* satisfies (C 12). Note 
that
E (M ')  s= E(M) ©M ' ~  E(E(M) ® E(M) ®E(M) © ...) ,  
which is isomorphic to M ' and hence there exists a monomorphism fi: M* -» M L 
Let N be a submodule of M *. Then /?(N) is a submodule of M L But M ' is 
injective thus there exists K E D (M ') (and hence K E  D (M '))  such that 
0(N) E  E (K ). Thus M* satisfies (C ^).
Our next objective is to give an example of a Z-module which satisfies 
(Ci2> but which does not satisfy (C ^ ) . First we prove :
Lemma 5 .2 .5 . The Speaker group does not satisfy (C 12L
Proof. Let M be the Specker group 11°^ Z  and let N be the subgroup © ^  Z of M, 
Suppose that there exists K 6  D(M) and a monomorphism or : N -» K such that 
or(N) E  E (K ). Note that N is isomorphic to a(N ). By Nunke’s Theorem [22, 
Theorem 5], K is isomorphic to M. This implies K has uncountable rank. But
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<r(N) has countable rank. Thus a(N) E E(K).
C o ro lla ry  5 ,2 .6 . There exists a Z-module M satisfying (C ^) such that some
K E D(M) does not satisfy
Proof. By Proposition 5.2.4 and Lemma 5.2,5.
P ro p o sitio n  5 .2 .7 . There exists a Z-module M which satisfies (C ^ ) but M 
does not satisfy (Cu >.
Proof. By the construction of Proposition 5.2,4, if  M is the Specker group
n ° ^  Z then there exists an injective Z-module M ' such that M ' -- M © M ' satisfies
(C i2). By Propositions 5,1,13 and 5 .2 .3 , and Lemma 5.2.5, M ' does not satisfy
c c y .
Recall that it is proved in Theorem 4.1.4 that a module M is continuous
if and only if M satisfies (Q p and (C ^. We shall show that M is
continuous if it satisfies (Q^) and (C12). ' First we need the following
Lemma.
Lemma 5 .2 ,8 . Suppose that M satisfies (Q ). Then, for every K E C '(M ) and 
any L E D(M) such that K fl L =  0, K © L E L ift^(M ).
Proof. Let q> : K © L -> M be a homomorphism. Now M — L © L ' for some submodule L ' 
of M. There exists a homomorphism a  : M -> M such that <p(y) — a(y) (y E  L).
Let x  — <p -  cc; hence x  '• K © L -) M is a homomorphism and X(L) = 0. Let
n : M -» L ' denote the canonical projection. Then 7t(K) is isomorphic to K. 
Define /? : x(K) M by
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fi(n(k)) -  #(k) (k e  K).
By hypothesis, there exists a homomorphism y : M -» M such that
y(?t(k)) =  ;t(k) (k €  K). Now define a homomorphism 6 : M M by
0(x +  x ')  =  y(x ') (x E L, x ' €  I / ) .
Let m E K © L, so that m =  y +  z for some y E K, z £  L . Then,
m =  jr(y) +  y -  7r(y) +  z. Hence 0(m) •- y7t(y) — xty) ~  X(m). Thus % lifts to
M. Therefore q> lifts to M, That is K© L E Lift^j(M).
The next result generalizes Proposition 2.2.1.
Lemma 5 .2 .9 . Let K E C '(M ), Then K E D(M) if and only if there exists 
a complement L of K in M such that K©L E L ift^(M ).
Proof, Suppose that K E D(M). Then M = K © K ' for some submodule K ' of M. 
Thus L =  K ' will do.
Conversely suppose that K is isomorphic to a K ' E C(M). Hence there
exists an isomorphism a  : K -» K #. Define fi : K © L -» K ' by
fi(x  +  y) =  a(x) (x E K, y E  L).
By hypothesis, there exists a homomorphism Q : M -> M such that the restriction
of 6 to K ® L  is fi. Note that K ' =  fi(K) ~  0(K) which is a submodule of 0(M).
Let 0 =£ m E f?(M), Therefore m — 0(m ') for some m ' E M and m ' E  ker0. But
L £  ker#, so we have in ' E L. This implies that K fl (L m 'R ) =£ 0. Let
0 ^  x £  K fl (L +  m 'R ). There exist y E L, r E R such that x =  y + m 'r .  Thus
a(x) “  0 -f mr 0. Hence K ' fl mR 0 for all 0 m E #(M), i.e . K ' E E(0(M )).
Because K ' E C(M), we have K ' = 0(M). Let m E M. Then Q{m) = 9(x) for some 
x E K, Therefore M — K -4- (ker0), Since K fl (ken9) =  0, M — K©(ker0).
Theorem  5 .2 .1 0 . A module M is continuous if and only if M satisfies (Q^) and
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Proof, The necessity is clear by Theorem 4.1.4.
Conversely, suppose that M satisfies (Q p and (CJ2). Let K €  C(M). There
exist some L e  D(M) and a monomorphism a  : K -» L such that a(K) €  E(L). There
exists a submodule L ' of M such that M =  L © L ',
Consider the submodule a(K) © L '.  Let <p : a(K) © L '  -> M be any homomorphism.
By Lemma 5.2.8, <p lifts to M. Now apply Lemma 5.2.9 to give that
a(K) G D(M). By Proposition 2.2.1, K <5 D(M), It follows that M satisfies
(C p, By Proposition 2.2.1, M satisfies (Cp- Thus M is continuous.
N o te . Let M be a right R-moduIe. Suppose that M satisfies (C ^) (or even
(C )) then M does not need to satisfy C(M) £  Lift. ,(M).
11 — M
For example, let M be the 2-module (2 /Z p )@ 2  where p is prime. Then 
C(M) is not contained in L ift^(M ) (see, Example 2.1.17). But M satisfies 
(Cn ), by Corollary 5,1.7 and (C ) by Proposition 5.2.3.
The converse is not true in general either. For example, let M =  be
as in Example 4.2.3. Then M satisfies (Q ) and hence C(M) <= Lift. .(M). Since1 = M
M does not satisfy (Q p (see, Example 4.2.3), it does not satisfy (C ^), by
Theorem 5.2.10.
Exam ple 5 . 2 . 11. Let K be a field and V be a vector space over K such that
dim „V  — n. Let iv
R -
r  k V r k v
A J_ °  N K _ I _ 0  k
: k €  K, v G V  .
Then clearly R is a commutative ring with respect to the usual matrix
operations. Moreover.
(i) R„ is an indecomposable module.K
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(ii) If  A g  § (R g ) ^ en G ^  dimKA.
(ill) RR satisfies ( C y  if  and only if n =  1.
Proof. (i) Let e = 
Then
a v 
0 a be an idempotent in R for some a €  K, v €  V.
a V a V 2 r  2 a 2av
_ 0 a — 0 a — 0 2a
0 0 1 0
_ 0 0 _ or _ ° 1 _
gives a ™ 0 or a — 1. Therefore e == 
is indecomposable.
(ii) Let A €  E (R ^), Then for any 0 ^  v 6  V, 0 ^
It follows that R
0 v 
0 0
k  v ' 
0 k
R
i.e,
0 kv 
0 0 6  A for some 0 & k E K, v ' e  V. Thus
0 v
o o 1
Hence
0 V 
0 0
1 /k  0
0 1/k
& A, so that n ^  dim ^A .
0 kv 
0 0 6  A.
(iii) Suppose first that n =  1. Let 0 =£ a  R and
k ' v ‘ 
0 k ' 6  R (k, k ' 6  K and v, v ' a  V).
Case 1. k ^  0, k ' ^  0.
k v k '  v k k ' kv k v k# v '
Since
_° k _ 0 k' — 1 o £
 
i 
' *  0,
_ °  k _
r  n
1 0 1
R ^  0
Case 2. k =  0, k' *  0.
' 0 v ~ k ' v * “ 0 k 'v " 0  v “ k ' v '
Since
0 ° _ i o 7
?
i
=
0 0 =£ 0, _ °  ° _
r  n 0 k ' R ^  0.
Case 3. k = 0f k ' ~  0.
Thus v ^  0, v ' & 0. There exists k" €  K such that v =  k 'v ' .  Hence
0 v
o*:AA 0 v ' k v k '  v '
0
1 o o 1 0 k* 1 o o 1__
_ a
1 o p
r
L__
_ r  n
I o p
r
l
R.
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Thus R„ is uniform and hence it satisfies (C ).R 12
For the converse, suppose that n >  1. Let V — ©Kv2 ® ... ©Kv^ where v E  V
0 K v.
Suppose that there exists a monomorphism(1 £  i <; n). Let N = 0 0
a  : N R such that ct(N) E  E (RR) , Then d im ^N  =  dim^cefN) =  1. Thus
cr(N) E  E(R^>, by (ii). Therefore there is no such a monomorphism i.e , RR does 
not satisfy (C ). Then the result follows.
We will finish this section with the following two examples which 
illustrate neither (C ^ ) ** CLS, nor CLS => (C ) is true in general.
Exam ple 5 .2 .1 2 . Let ~  ^ 
CLS-module.
, Then M satisfies (C ) but is not a
Proof. Suppose <p : M Q is an epimorphism. Let K -  ker^, Thus M /K  s  43 
which is nonsingular. Hence K E CL(M). If  K was a direct summand of M then 
we would have M = K © L for some L £  M, where L ~  0 which is a contradiction. 
It follows that M is not a CLS-moduIe. On the other hand, M satisfies (C )
by Corollary 5 .1 .7 .
Exam ple 5 . 2 . 13. Let R denote the ring as in Example 5.2.11. Suppose
dim „V  =  2. Then R,.. is a CLS-module which does not satisfy (C .),
Js. Jx II
Proof. By Example 5.2.11, R does not satisfy (C ). Since RR has no proper 
closed submodules (Example 2.3,3) then RR is a CLS-module.
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5,3, Modules with (C "*")
We mentioned in §5.1 that we do not know if direct summands of modules 
with (C ^ ) satisfy (C ^). We showed in §5,2 that direct summands of modules
with (C ) need not satisfy (C ). This is in contrast to the situation for
modules which satisfy (C p (see [21, Proposition 2.7]).
D efin ition  5 .3 ,1 . Let (P) be some property of modules. Then we shall say
4*that a module M satisfies (P ) if every direct summand of M satisfies (P).
+For example, an indecomposable module satisfies (P ) if and only if it
satisfies (P), A module M satisfies (C p if and only if M satisfies (C^ )
(see [21, Proposition 2.7]), We can abbreviate this fact to (C p  =  (C^ ). 
We know that, in general, (C12) & (C i2 ) (Corollary 5.2.6), and have been 
unable to settle whether (C ^) =  +
Lemma 5 .3 ,2 . Let M = U© V be a direct sum of uniform modules U and V. Then M
satisfies (C u + ).
Proof. Let 0 *  K e  D(M). If K = M then K satisfies (C ) by Corollary 5.1,7. 
If K =£ M then K is uniform and hence K satisfies (C p . Thus M satisfies
4-
(C ).v ii /
Recall that (C "*") = (C ) and (C + ) = (C ) (see Proposition 1.3.3). The
I I  j  5
next result shows that if a module M satisfies (C ) and (C ) then so too does11 3
every direct summand of M.
Theorem  5 .3 .3 . Let M be a module such that M satisfies (C ^) and (C ). Then 
M satisfies
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Proof, Suppose M satisfies (C y ) and (C3>. Let N €  D(M), There exists a 
submodule N ' of M such that M “  N © N '.  Let n  : M -» N denote the canonical 
projection. Let K be any submodule of N. There exists L G D(M) such that 
(K © N ') fl L =  0 and K © N ' © L G E(M). Because M satisfies (C y , N ' ©L G D(M). 
Note that N ' ©L =  N ' ©?r(L) and hence 7t(L) G E>(N)» Moreover,
K © N ' © L — K © 7i(L) © N ' G E(M ) implies K © n(L) G E(N). It follows that N satisfies 
(Cu ) (Proposition 5.1.4). Thus M satisfies ( ^ u + )*
We now consider conditions on a module M which imply that M is a direct 
sum of uniform modules. First we prove :
P ro p o sitio n  5 .3 .4 , Let M be a non-zero module with finite uniform 
dimension. Then the following statements are equivalent,
(i) Every direct summand of M is a (finite) direct sum of uniform
modules.
(ii) M satisfies (Cy***).
(iii) M satisfies (CJ2+ ).
Proof. (i)=>(ii). By Corollary 5.1.7.
(ii)=*(iii). By Proposition 5 .2 ,3 .
+(in)=>(i). Every direct summand of M satisfies (C ) and has finite uniform 
dimension, Thus it suffices to prove that M is a direct sum of uniform 
submodules.
Let n denote the uniform dimension of M. If n =  1 then M is uniform.
Suppose n > 1. Let U be any uniform submodule of M. Because M satisfies
(C ), there exist submodules K and K ' of M such that M K © K ' and a
monomorphism a  : U -> K such that a(U) G E(K). Then or(U), and hence K, is
H*uniform. Because K ' has uniform dimension n -  1 and satisfies (C ) it
12
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follows that K ' is a direct sum of uniform submodules, by induction on n.
Thus M is a direct sum of uniform modules, as required.
Let R be a ring and M a right R-module, For any element m in M, let jr Cm) 
denote the annihilator of m in M, i.e, £  (m) =  {r 6  R : mr -  0}.
D efin ition  5 .3 .5 , We shall say that M satisfies (A) if every ascending chain
of right ideals of the form r (in ) £  r (m ) Q r ( m j  < = ,,,, with m 6  M °  r  2 ~  3 i
( i ^ l ) ,  terminates. For example, if R is a right Noetherian ring then every 
right R-module satisfies (A). More generally, if M is a locally Noetherian
module then M satisfies (A). For, let m <2 M. Then R / r (m) s  mR, and thusA/
R /  £ (m ) is a Noetherian right R-module. It follows that M satisfies (A).
The proof of the next result is taken from [21, Proposition 2.18], but it 
is given for completeness.
Lemma 5 .3 .6 . Let M be a module which satisfies (A). Then every local summand
of M is a complement in M.
Proof. Let X =  ^ a e /I^A  a l°cal summand of M. There exists a X E C(M) such
* * *
that X E E(X  ). Suppose X ^  X . Choose m <2 X \ X with r(m ) maximal.
•—- IV
There exists O ^ a e R  such that 0 =£ ma E X. There exists a finite subset A '
of A  such that ma E ^  ,X ^. Now M =  ( ^  ) © Y for some submodule Y of M.
*
Hence m =  x f  y for some x e  ^  ,X ^ and y e  Y. Note that y =  m -  x E X , 
y X. Also if b €  r (m) then 0 =  mb =  xb + yb, which gives yb =  0. Therefore*v
r (y) contains r (m). Hence r (m) =  r (y), by the choice of m. But 
ya =  ma -  xa 6  ^ A E ^ i '^ A  ) ^  ^  = ’^ 1US ma = 0, a contradiction. It
follows that X =  X .
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Lemma 5 .3 .7 . Let M be a module which satisfies (A). Suppose further that 
either
(a) M satisfies (C ^) and (C3), or
(b) M satisfies (C12) and (C2>.
Then every local summand of M is a direct summand.
Proof, (a) Let X ~  E ^ g ^ X ^  ^  a *oca* summand of M. Because M satisfies 
(C ), there exists K £  D(M) such that X fl K — 0 and X « K 6  E(M ) (Proposition 
5.1.4). Consider X©K.  For any finite subset A*  of A , Y  -  ^  D(M) and
hence Y $ K £  D(M), because M satisfies (C ^. Thus X©K is a local summand. By 
Lemma 5.3,6, X © K  e  <C(M). But X@K e  E(M). Thus M =  X©K.
(b) Let X =  ^  e A X X a *oca* summanc* Because M satisfies (C12),
there exists K £  D(M) and a monomorphism a  : X -> K such that «(X) £  E (K ). Now 
M = K © K ' for some submodule K ' of M. Consider ct(X) © K ' 5=1 ( E^ ) © K ',
For any finite subset A '  of A ,  Y =  e  =0^)» because M satisfies
(C^). Thus ct(X) © K ' is a local summand of M. By Lemma 5,3 .6 , a (X )© K / €  C(M), 
But ct(X) ©K ' €  E(M ). Thus M «  ot(X)©K#. By hypothesis, X £  D(M).
Theorem  5 .3 .8 . Let M be a module which satisfies (A), (C ^ ) and (C^). Then M 
is a direct sum of uniform submodules.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.7 and [21, Theorem 2,17] M is a direct sum of 
indecomposable submodules. But by Theorem 5.3.3, every indecomposable direct 
summand of M satisfies (C ), and hence is uniform. The result follows.
C orollary  5 . 3 . 9 . Let M be a locally Noetherian module which satisfies (C3>. 
Then M satisfies (C ^) if and only if M is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Proof. By Corollary 5.1.7 and Theorem 5.3.8.
C oro llary  5 . 3 . 1 0 . Let R be a right Noetherian ring and M a right R-module 
which satisfies (C p , Then M satisfies (C ^) if and only if M is a direct 
sum of uniform modules.
Proof. By Corollary 5.3.9.
C oro llary  5 . 3 . 1 1 . Let M be a nonsingular module such that mR has finite 
uniform dimension for each m E M. Suppose M satisfies (C^). Then M satisfies 
(C ^) if and only if M is a direct sum of uniform modules,
Proof. The sufficiency follows by Corollary 5.1.7. Conversely, suppose
r (m .) c  r (m ) ... , where m, G M (i 2: 1).
1 «n» 2 i
Now R /  r (m ) s  m .R (r m r) ( r e  R) has finite uniform dimension. Then the1' 1 1
right R-module R /  £  (m^) has finite uniform dimension, thus there exists
k 5: 1 such that r (m.) / r (in ) 6  E ( r (m, . .) / r (m ,) and hence r (m,) G E ( r (m, . ,))r <v 1 = < v v i + 1 <vv r ‘V i s= i+1"
for all i St k. Let i 2: k and let a E r (m, , •). Then aE :£ r (m.) for some«vN i + r  *vv v
E E Ef R^) .  Thus m.aE =  0 and hence m a — 0. It follows that r (m.) =  r (m, . ,)— R i i <vs p ivv i + r
for all i 2: k. Thus M satisfies (A). By Theorem 5 .3 .8 , M is a direct sum of 
uniform modules.
C o ro lla ry  5 . 3 . 1 2 . Let R be a ring with finite right uniform dimension and M a 
nonsingular right R-module which satisfies (Cg)- Then M satisfies (C ^) if 
and only if M is a direct sum of uniform modules.
Proof. Let R and M be as stated. Let m G M, Then r (m) is a complement in<V
the right R-module R, Then the R-module R / _r (m) has finite uniform
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dimension. Since mR ~  R /  r (m) then apply Corollary 5.3.11.
T heorem  5 .3 .1 3 . Let M be a module which satisfies (A), (C ,„) and (C„). Then 1 1Z z
M is a direct sum of indecomposable modules.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 .7  and [21, Theorem 2.17],
C o ro lla ry  5 . 3 . 1 4 . Let R be a right Noetherian ring and M a right R-module 
+which satisfies (C, ) and (C ). Then M is a direct sum of uniform modules.12 2
+
Moreover, M satisfies (C ).
Proof, By Theorem 5.3.13, there exists an index set A  such that M — 
where is an indecomposable submodule of M for each A €  A .  Let A & A .  By 
hypothesis, satisfies (C ^). Suppose =£ 0, Let 0 =£ m 6  M^. Then mR is
Noetherian, hud* hence mR contains a uniform submodule U. There exists a
K €= D(M ^) and a monomorphism <p : U -> K such that #>(U) G H(K). But 
indecomposable implies K = and hence is uniform. Thus M is a direct sum 
of uniform submodules. For the last part, apply Corollary 5.1.7.
N o te . Proposition 2.10 of [21], for a module M which satisfies (C ^) and 
(C ), fails. For example, let M be the Z-module (Z/Zp)@Q.  Then M satisfies 
(Cu + ) and (C ) (see, Example 2.3.11 and Lemma 5.3.2). But 2 / 1 p is not 
Q-injective.
Proof. Suppose that Z / Z p  is ©-injective and let n : Z -» Z / Z p  denote 
the canonical epimorphism, defined by
a(n) = n 4- Zp (n G Z).
Then there exists a homomorphism oc : © -» Z / Zp such that a  | ^ =  ti.
o -----------> z   » 0
/
71 s/  at
Z/Zp
Now ce(l / p) =  x +  Zp for some x g Z ,  Thus
po:(l / p) = <x(l) =* jr(l) = 1 + Zp,
It follows that px + Zp =  1 +  Zp and hence 1 «  0(mod p), a contradiction. 
Thus Z / Zp is not ffl-injective.
However, Proposition 3.5 of [21] is true for any module M which 
satisfies ( C ^ )  and (C )» as we shall see in the following Proposition (see 
Proposition 1.3.5).
P ro p o sitio n  5 . 3 . 1 5 , Let M be a module which satisfies (C ) and (C^). Then 
S / A is a (von Neumann) regular ring and A equals J.
Proof. Let a & S and K — kera, By (C ), there exists L 6  D(M) such that L
is a complement of K in M. Since at \ T is a monomorphism, a(L) & 5 (M ), by (C ).L 885 2
Hence there exists ft £  S such that fia  =  1 1 T . Then
(at -  ctfice)(K © L) = (a  ~ a/?a)(L) =  0, 
and so K © L  ^  ker(a -  afia). Since K e L e  H(M), a  -  afiot G A .  Therefore S /  A is 
a regular ring. This also proves that J ^  A .
Let a e  d .  Since kera fl ker(l -  a) =  0 and kera £  E(M ), ker(l -  a) =  0. 
Hence (1 -  a)M £  D(M) by (C ). However (1 -  a)M £  E(M) since kera (1 -  a)M. 
Thus (1 -  a)M =  M, and therefore 1 -  a is a unit in S. It follows that a 6  J, 
and hence A ^  J.
Lemma 5 . 3 . 1 6 . [42, Lemma 1.3] Let M be a nonsingular right R-module.
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Then A  ~  0.
Proof. Let f  E  A  and N = kerf. Then for any x e  M, x_1N E E (R D). Now— K
f(x)x *N =  0. Since M is nonsingular, f(x) =  0, and since x was arbitrary,
f  — 0.
C o ro lla ry  5 . 3 . 1 7 . Let M be a nonsingular right R-module which satisfies (C ^)
and (C2>. Then S is a (von Neumann) regular ring.
Proof, By Lemma 5.3.16 , A = 0 and hence by Proposition 5.3.15 the result
follows.
5 . 4 .  A rem ark .
Let R be a ring. Let M be a right R-module. We first consider modules M 
which satisfy the ascending chain condition (ACC) or descending chain
condition (DCC) on essential submodules.
Armendariz [2, Proposition 1.1] proved that the module M satisfies DCC on
essential submodules if  and only if M / (Soc M) is an Artinian module. On the
other hand, Goodearl [9, Proposition 3,6] essentially proved that the module M 
satisfies ACC on essential submodules if and only if  M / (Soc M) is a
Noetherian module.
It is proved in [30, Theorem 2.1] that the following statements are
equivalent for a module M :
(i) M / N has finite uniform dimension for every essential submodule N of
M
(ii) every homomorphic image of M / (Soc M) has finite uniform dimension. 
Camillo and Yousif [3, Corollary 3] prove that if M is a module which
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satisfies (C ^  and M / (Soc M) has finite uniform dimension, then M =  M ©M2 
for some semisimple submodule of M and submodule M2 with finite uniform 
dimension, and in this case M is a direct sum of uniform modules. They 
deduced in [3, Proposition 5] that if  M is a module with (C p , then M has ACC 
(respectively, DCC) on essential submodules if and only if  M ~ M J ©M2 for some 
semisimple submodule M and Noetherian (respectively, Artinian) submodule MI «
of M.
These results were generalized by Smith [31]. A module M is called a 
weak CS-module if, for each semisimple submodule S of M, there exists a
direct summand K of M such that S is essential in K. Clearly modules with 
(C ^  are weak CS-modules. Smith [31, Corollary 2.7, Theorem 2.8] showed that 
the results of [3] mentioned above can be extended to weak CS-modules.
We now show that these results from [3] also extend to modules which
-f
satisfy (C ^  ). Note that if a module M satisfies (C ^ ) then Soc M is 
essential in a direct summand of M (Lemma 5.1,9), but we have been unable to 
determine whether M is a weak CS-module.
+Lemma 5 . 4 . 1 . Let M be a module such that M satisfies (C ^  ) and M / (Soc M) 
has finite uniform dimension. Suppose that Soc M is contained in a finitely 
generated submodule of M, Then M has finite uniform dimension.
Proof. Suppose M does not have finite uniform dimension. Then Soc M is not 
finitely generated. There exist submodules S , S of Soc M such that S. is1 2  l
not finitely generated for i — 1,2, and Soc M = S ©S , There exist
submodules K, K ' of M such that M =  K ® K ' ,  S1 fl K ~  0 and S ^ K e  E(M ), Note
that, by [1, Propositions 9.7 and 9.19],
© S2 — Soc M =  Soc (Sj © K) =  (Soc K).
Thus Soc K s  S2 and hence Soc K is not finitely generated. On the other hand,
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Soc K © Soc K ' — Soc M =  S  ^©Soc K, so that Soc K ' s  S^, and hence Soc K ' is not 
finitely generated.
By hypothesis, there exists a finitely generated submodule N of M 
such that Soc M £  N, Suppose that K -  Soc K, Then Soc K G D(M) and hence 
also K 6  D(N), and it follows that Soc K is finitely generated, a 
contradiction. Thus K & Soc K. Similarly K ' ^  Soc K '.  But, by [1, 
Proposition 9,19],
M / S o c M  =  [ K/  (Soc K )]©[K ' I (Soc K' ) l -  
It follows that the modules K / (Soc K) and K ' / (Soc K ')  each have smaller 
i uniform dimension than M / (Soc M), By induction on the uniform dimension of
| M/ ( S o c  M), we conclude that K and K ' both have finite uniform dimension, and
hence so also does M =  K © K ' ,  a contradiction. Thus M has finite uniform 
dimension.
Theorem  5 . 4 , 2 . Let M be a module such that M satisfies an£* M / (Soc M)
has finite uniform dimension. Then M contains a semisimple submodule M1 and a 
submodule hi with finite uniform dimension such that M — M ©M . In2 l 2
particular, M is a direct sum of uniform submodules.
I
Proof. If M “  Soc M then there is nothing to prove. Suppose that M ^  Soc M. 
Let m G M, m G Soc M. There exist submodules K, K ' of M such that M = K ©K' ,
mR fl K -  0 and mR©K G E(M). Let n ' : M -> K ' denote the canonical projection.
Then clearly mR©K =  7r ' (m)R©K.  It follows that «:'(m)R G B(Ki')  and hence 
Soc K ' :£ 7t'(m)R (see [1, Proposition 9.7]). By Lemma 5 .4 .1 , K ' has finite 
uniform dimension.
Note that '(m )R  — mR and hence k 1 (m) 6  K ',  7t'(m) G Soc K ' . Thus 
K ' =£ Soc K ' , Now
(M /  Soc M) & [K / (Soc K)] © [K ' / (Soc K' ) ]
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implies that the module K / (Soc K) has smaller uniform dimension than
M / (Soc M). By induction on the uniform dimension of M / (Soc M), there
exist submodules of K such that K =  is semisimple and K2 has
finite uniform dimension. Thus M is the direct sum of the semisimple
submodule K. and the submodule K © K ' which has finite uniform dimension. The l 2
last part is a consequence of Proposition 5.3.4.
C o ro lla ry  5 . 4 . 3 . Let M be a module which satisfies and ACC
(respectively, DCC) on essential submodules. Then M =  for some
semisimple submodule and Noetherian (respectively, Artinian) submodule
Proof. We prove the result in the ACC case; the DCC case is similar. Suppose
M satisfies ACC on essential submodules. By [9, Proposition 3.6], M / (Soc M)
is Noetherian. Hence, by Theorem 5.4.2, M = M ©M for some semisimple
submodule M. and submodule M with finite uniform dimension. Now 1 2
Soc M =  M i ©(Soc M^), by [1, Proposition 9.19], and hence
M / (Soc M) m M / (Soc M ). Thus M / (Soc M ) is Noetherian. But Soc M is
2 2 2 2 2
Noetherian, because M has finite uniform dimension. Therefore M is
2 2
Noetherian.
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